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-SCOTLANDv
STEPHEN
TAYLOR
WOODROW:
RoyalScottishAcademy
TheMound
EDINBURGH

TRIPTYCH
BALLET
(Amobileperformance)
Friday18January12noon- 2.00pm
PressView
Saturday19Januaryapprox
11.00am- 5.00pm
Sunday20Januaryapprox
2.00pm - 5.00 pm

ANTHONY
HOWELL:
TheLyceumStudio
Theatre
Cambridge
Street
EDINBURGH

TABLE
MOVES
I ANDII
Friday25January8.00pm
Saturday26January8.00 pm

B E -I N G

ALASTAIR
MacLENNAN BURIED
ALIVE
(A48-hournon-stopperformance
/installation)
RoyalScottishAcademy 3pmFriday1-3pmSunday3 February
TheMound
EDINBURGH
STATION
HOUSE
OPERA: ULTRAMUNDANE
TheatreWorkshop
Friday15February
8.00 pm
34 HamiltonPlace
Saturday16February
8.00pm
EDINBURGH
ROSE
FINN-KELCEY: ELEVATION
II
RoyalScottishAcademy Saturday23February
3.00pm
TheMound
Sunday24 February
3.00pm
EDINBURGH
Forfurtherinformation
pleasecontact
JamesBustard,
Exhibitions
Organiser,
orAlexandra
Miller,Information
Officer,
Scottish
ArtsCouncil,
19Charlotte
Square,Edinburgh
EH24DF.
Tel0312266051.

UK Hire Enquiries Tel. 0478 76012/715754
Sales and Overseas Hire Enquiries: Tel. 01 629 9495
(FIim Saies)

OPENING AT THE ICA CINEMATHEQUE FROM
MARCH 6th to 31 st 1985

DANCE THEATRE
TRAINING COURSES
3 YEARS FULL TIME
For yo ung women and men, leading to a
Certificate in Dance or a B.A. Hons . Degree
(prerequ isite two A levels ). Trai ning in both
cou rses inc l ud es contemporary tech nique and
ba ll et , choreog raphy and prod uct ion
(costume, li ghting and sound ).

For detai ls of these, postgraduate and even ing
classes wr ite to:
The Administrator ,
Laban Centre for Movement and Dance at
University of London Goldsmiths' College,
New Cross, London SE14 6NW
Tel: 01-691 5750/692 4070.
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It runsmostlythematicshowsdreamedup by its curator
MaureenO'Paley;Armedwas precededby Oogwork(dog
theme)and prospective1985showsshouldinclude
Impostorsand Antidoteto Madness(a collectionof things
in bottles).
Thecastof Armedwas international;Oldenburg,Wilkes
and Molly from America,ParisianGeorgesRousses,
Italian Vito Acconci;but the showwas not internationalist.
Contributions
from differentcultureswerewelcomedfor
the differentlights they couldthrow on the theme, but
were not soughtout for their ownsake.
Thethemewas political but it was not partisan.Interim
Art doesn'tgrind an axe. Mapplethorpe's
BlackJackII was
deliberatelyshownnextto KeithPiper'scardboardrelief
of a blackman pointinga gunat a white middleclass
Americanwho shouts'This niggeris sure as hell
stretchingmy liberalistictendencies'.Whenperformance
artist HannahWilke lies downlike a nakedfemalecorpse
with the gun in her own handit is not clearwhethershe
upsetsthe violenceof sexualstereotypingor invitesus to
see her as victim anew.Thework of JamesRosenthal
Whenmen weremen, GeorgeRoussesand Bill Woodrow
activateour detectivefilm associationswith the revolver,
but HamiltonFinlay, Molly and RoseGarrardreclaimthe
gun from its traditionalassociationsand recastit lyrically
or exotically.
The aestheticis selective;it is influencedby Maureen
O'Paley'sown artistic predilectionfor the momentwhen
sculpture,performanceand photography
fuse;but it is not
exclusive.Sheincludesthingsshe doesn'tlike to balance
a theme.
'I'm attemptingto createa bridgebetweenestablished
In our century,whenviolencehas continuouslyoutreached and alternativeart' she says.'In the establishedgalleries
itself in scaleand ingenuity,no symbolis moreloaded
there is only roomfor so manyartiststo surface.I'm
trying to createa platformwherebya numberof people
Molly Designer Guns with significancethan the gun. Yet todaythe gunhas
can find a voice'. Theshowsare oneway of cutting
at Interim Art becomecommonplace,
and tells a posseof tales;
detective,cowboy,murder,hunting,war, assassination,
throughthe old alignmentof the establishedand the
suicidetales. Artistshavelearntto play with it andto take marginalised.Becauseshe is radicaland her experiments
it for granted.And InterimArt's thematicexhibition
makethem sit up, the LissonGallerywill lend her an
Photo Molly Armed
. Thegun as a culturalicon in the twentieth
artist like Woodrow.Andby acceptingworkon the ground
-------century,demonstrated
just howmuchpotentialit has.
of merit and puttingon mixedshowsshe enablesmore
Gunscan be madeto sing, like Lyre, Ian Hamilton
marginalisedartists to bringtheir work into the open.
Finlay'sdelicate,woodeneffigy of a machine-gun
or they
ELIZABETH HERON.
can be madeto soar as in RoseGarrard'stranscendental
plasterworkFreezeframe.
Or they can dressup and havea
ball, like NewYorkerMolly's DesignerGuns;a whole
TRICKSTER
cocktailpartyof ostrich-plumed,lannedguns,fringed,
(BLOOMSBURY)
sequinedguns,fluffy guns,beardednegligeerevolvers
Froma centraltheatricaltrunkslowly rise six strange
and grapeadornedguns.
protuberantfigures,transmutinginto droll umbrella-topped
MalcolmPoyntermakesmenout of conglomerations
of
guns,GeorgeRoussepaintedone on a urinal alongwith a organismsthroughwhichmetallicallymaskedcreatures
poketheir heads.Theyemerge,exerciseandtumble
womanandthe outline of a corpseand photographed
it
beforeremovingtheir masksto revealyet furtherhalfand StephenMumbersonmakesbig, fat, edible-looking
maskswhichenclosetheir ears, makingthemall look
guns.
uncannilylike performanceartist Ian Hinchliffe.Barefoot,
HannahWilke's So help me Hannahis a photographic
in simple peasant-likeshirts and breeches,theyalso
serieswhichexploresthe contradictionof her own naked
femalebodywieldinga gunwhile Mapplethorpe's
Black
suggestservantfiguresin commediadell'arte. With one
JackII couldbe said to subjecta blackman's erectpenis eventualexception,they remaina uniformteam,
undifferentiated
as to personalityor sex.
to violenceby photographingit alongsidethe pointedgun
for the Imagination',this is
Styled'An Entertainment
in his hand.
Trickster'sfourthtouringproductionsinceits formationin
HannahWilke's and ClaesOldenburg'sRayGun
1981and inspiredby circusthemes.But 'We did not seek
Collection,gatheredwhenthey usedto live together,
demonstrates
howyou can see a gun in almostanything; to imitatecircus', they explainin a programmenote.
'Goneare the red nosesandthe high trapeze,the sequins
an emptytube, a cottonspool, a bentruler, a squashed
and glitter. Whatwe haveattemptedto do is fuse old
can, a whistleor a boomerang.
skills andtraditionsinto newforms,to try to capturea
This companyof the great andthe small was brought
senseof the theatricalmagicthat circusseemsto promise
togetherbehindan anonymousdoor in a Hackneyterrace
by InterimArt, a new gallerytrying to breaknewground.
in the first picturebookswe readas children,to createa
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circusof the imagination'.
Theycarryon tumbling.Theyform adventurousif a little
shakyacrobatictableaux.Theyclamberup and downtall
red ladders.Theyconstructa marqueefacadeacrossthe
front of the stage,then performfeats of jugglingbehindit
in silhouette.Artfully directedcolouredspotlightscreate
beautifuloverlappingimagesof jugglersand balls in
multipleprofusion. Thenvariousgrotesqueanimalsare
evoked,elevatedby stilts: a giganticbutterflycreature,
expandingand contractingits vast wings;elephant-like
creatureswith weird penduloustrunks;two enormous
birds.
Afterthe interval, a kind of alternativeopening: this time
they climb out of the trunk as if mountinga zig-zag
step-ladder,then dismantlethe marqueeand reconstructit
to form a curtainedbackdrop.Nowfor a conjuringturn.
Thetricks maybe conventionalbut the conjuroris a
hilariouslybizarrecreation. His headconsistsof a huge
grinningmouthand a pair of separatelyanimated
disembodiedeyes. Whenendlessbottlesare produced
from a coupleof cylindersandthe conjurergetsdrunkthe
featuresof this alreadysomewhatwobblylookingcreature
go evenfurtherawry, a convulsivelyfunnyspectacleof
facial collapse.
Otherroutinesfollow, includinga ratherconventionalone
of three performersvying for occupationof a singlechair;
and a finely performedjugglingroutine.AgainstRichard
Attree'satmosphericmusic(weavingeffectivelythroughout
the show), the juggler not only changesthe rhythmof his
motionsbut simultaneouslyperformsa slow elegantdance
acrossthe floor. Towardsthe end of the showthe mood
changesand becomesa bit pretentiousas a ringmaster
figure in topperand sinister mask,otherwiseseenonly
briefly whenhe bringsthe lights up for the interval,puts
the otherfive playersthrougha seriesof gruellingturns,
producingcolouredballs and hankiesfrom their mouths,
manipulatingand freezing their bodies.
Charivariis not an entirelyoriginalconception.Both
MovingPictureMime Showin this countryand
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Mummenschanz
in NewYorkhavealso createdstrange
new organismicforms by skilful use of mimeand masks.
Andthe showis awkwardlyconstructed- that ringmaster
figure shouldeither havebeenestablishedmorestrongly
from the beginningor, betterstill, not appearedat all.
Theseparatepartsdon't integrateto makea greater
whole. Andone or two items either linger a little too long
(the stilted animalslosetheir wondroussheenthrough
slight over-exposure)
or don't departenoughfrom their
familiar origin, like the dancingdummiesanimatedby a
single player.But, on the whole, the showis
breathtakinglybeautifulin its imaginativefusions.
At the endthe masksare removedto revealthe playersas
a cheerfullyyouthfulteam, threefemaleandthree male
(oneof whomreally doeslook like Ian Hinchliffe!)Their
declaredaim is 'to createa dynamicform of visual
theatrefusing movementskills with spectaculardesign'.
Initially they turnedfor inspirationto tribal theatreforms
wherethey found'just the extravagantdesign, stresson
physicalexpertiseand senseof surpriseand mysterythat
we sought'.Theirwork has includeda large-scale
communityproductionwith fifty local peopleat
Edinburgh
's TheatreWorkshop
, an appearance
in 'Oz', a
Walt Disney
/EMIfeaturefilm, and a BritishCouncil
sponsoredtour of Japan. Not a badtrack recordin three
years.If they can find conceptualframeworksfor their
futurework as powerfulas their visual flair and
sensibility,they could becomeformidable.
NEIL HORNICK

HESITATE
AND
DEMONSTRATE
(MANCHESTER)
Hesitateand Demonstrate
are gettingto the stagewhen
their propswill needEquitycards.In Shangri-Lathey
perfecteda form of theatrein whichone ransacksa large
Departmentstore and strewsthe contentsacrossthe floor Trickster's Charavari
everynight to an ingenioussountrack.It can be
mesmerising
, entertainingbut ultimatelydecadent,an
effectheightenedby the silent, impassivefacesof the
performers
, invariablyin exclusiveeveningwear, who
scatterthe toys of the rich. Thecompanyhasachieved
suchtechnicalsophistrythat they can produceshows
whichare entirelystyle and no content- suchwas
Shangri-La.
Happily, So No More SongsOf Lovepersuadedme that
there is moreto Hesitateand Demonstrate
than giftwrapping.Paradoxically
, for all their innovative
techniques
, the contentswerethe stuff of age-old
theatricaltradition: a moralstory and characters
, even
flashesof spontaneous
performance
, by TyroneHuggins
,
breakingthe glazed-eye traditionof Hesitate and
Demonstrate
's humanpuppetry.
The moralwarningis that romanticlove is a fiction
devisedby mento ensnarewomen- who rejectit, hence
the title. Theillustrativestory revolvesaroundone taxi
ranksecretarywith romanticyearningsbut a sour reality
in her office with film pin-upson the backwall. Ona toy
theatre, rising from beneaththe counter,she
demonstrates
her moralfable: a dancinggirl attractsa
manwhoseembracebecomesa grapplewhichprevents
her from dancing. Menwooyou with fairytaleendings,
they takeyou placesin taxis (like a darkwharffor a
proposalscene)then dumpyou.
Photo : Coneyl Jay
Witnessvariousfairytalemotifs juxtaposedwith~
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Thetiny ScanGallerywhichis locatedin Harajuku
, Tokyo
and housesa largevideodistributionlibraryas well as
screeningfacilities is practicallythe only independent,
non-commercial
video organisationin Japan.Its continued
existenceis almostentirelydueto the effortsof the two
womenwho run it, KeikoSei and FujikoNakaya.As with
manyotherarts organisationsin Japanthey receiveno
governmentsupportor funding;and commercial
sponsorshipis only really a possibilitywhenlarger,
specialeventsare planned,lendinga certainprestigeand
high visibility to the companyconcerned.Evenin the
latter instancesthe searchfor supportcan be tricky, after
approachingone company,usuallythroughcarefully
forgedpersonalcontacts,whetherwith successor not,
one hasto avoidmakingsimilar overturesto their market
rival or displeasurewill be voiced.
Forthe pastfew yearsScanhas run an annual
competitionopento Japanesevideo-makerswhichalong
with their regularscreeningsandtape distribution
throughoutJapanand internationallyhas donea lot to
stimulatenewwork and to bring newpractitionersinto the
area. I saw a lot of interestingwork madeby producersin
their earlytwenties.Oneof the reasonsthat the relatively
youngare so prominentin this field is that they are still at
college.Practicallythe only wayto continuein this field
after graduationis to get a job in one of the large
facilities housesand to do your ownwork in 'downtime'.
We mayoftenthink that the situationis prettygrim here
in termsof accessto equipmentbut the hiring of
productionand post productiongear in Tokyois
phenomenallyexpensive.A one hourU-maticcassettecan
set you backwell over £30.Thereare otherwaysto
continueworkingin the mediumbut they invariablymean
a direct involvementwith the hardsell tacticsof the
commercialworld wherepersonalcommitmentand ideas
are at a low premiumif they don't sell themselvesor a
product.This attitudeis particularlyapparentin the
machinationsof the largedepartmentstores,palacesof
consumerfantasy.Thevideomonitoris omnipresent,from
the interactiveVOUstoreguidethroughbanksof monitors
in everydepartmentdemonstrating
the waresto, in one
store, tiny circularscreensin the lifts all showing
'backgroundvideo'. This last category,spottedall over
Tokyooftenmeansbeautifullyshotcountrysidescenes,
fields of flowersbendingin the breeze.Peoplemakea lot
of moneyproducingtheseglimpsesof elsewhereand,
especiallyin the confinesof a crowdedlift, all eyesare
rivetted.
Thestoreswill also hold, from time to time, exhibitionsof
video art but there is oftenthe suspicionin the producer's
mind that they are moreinterestedin demonstrating
the
latest in-playbacktechnologythanthe software.A
manufacturerrecentlyaskedScanto put togethera
compilationof artists videofor transferto videodiscwhich
was thenusedas part of their impressivesalesdisplayin
GinzaSeibu.Thereis a rumourgoingroundin Tokyoat
presentthat Wakko,a largeunderwearmanufacturer,
has
plansto set up a video art librarywhichwouldhavea lot
of financialbackingto buy in tapesinternationallymotiveswouldseemto be obscureandthe rumourwasn't
substantiateddespitefrequentenquiriesbut it's a bizarre
idea.
Notwithstanding
the dearthof venuesand supportfor
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independentlyproducedvideo, I saw somevery interesting
tapeswhich displayeda confidenceand characterwhich in
my extremelylimited previousexperienceI havefound
lackingin earlier Japanesework. This is a sweeping
statementbut I don't think it is useful hereto discuss
particularworksin a vacuumas it were but if all goes
well there will be a showof Japanesevideo whichwill
travel to variousvenuesthroughoutthe countryduringnext
year. The contentof the tapesis wide-rangingbut one
thing to be mentionedis the lack of confrontationalwork
dealinghoweverobliquelywith social or political
concerns
. The documentaryis muchin evidencebut
questioningthis 'safe' approachI was told variously:'the Japaneseartist doesnot see his/herrole as a critic of
society'- 'He/sheseesno reasonto causedisruptionor

dissent'. In their daily lives they see little to outragetheir
senseof justice which would be improvedby their
intervention.Politics are not discussed,that is the
politiciansjob. Amongstthe youngervideo-makersthere
is someevidencethat this attitudeis changingbut as yet
it is difficult to determinewhat directionthis changewill
take.
I look forwardto seeingmorework from the land which
providesthe technologythat makesit all possible.
JANE PARRISH
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is the only thing that growsin Ireland.Oneday a school
inspectorcomesto Ballybumandtries to teachthe
childrento speakproperly.'Black bag', 'black bag' he
says, and they repeatit innocently,helpfully,wrongly
(Blairk bairg, blairk bairg). Theycan't hearthe difference,
it seems;not can their parents.The inspectorgivesup
eventuallyand a lot of peoplein Ballybumgo to bed
confusedas to the objectof the exercise.But the incident
goesdeeperthan that. Eventhe childrenrealizethat the
inspector'sinflexion(like that of the 'one o'clock news
from Westminster'- the only frequencyon the radiothat
really counts)is the voice of power.And a hard grain of
resentmentis lodgedin the pit of Irish stomachs.
The story of the two little girls is piecedtogetherin
words, musicand images.Onehas chosenexile and gone
to collegein England;the other is in hospital,increasingly Video Android in
estrangedfrom her friend, her childhoodand any belief in Japanese department
the future. The pressureon both lives is revealedin Suzy store.
Gilmour'snarrativefragments,her distinctivevoice easily
makingthe transitionfrom accentto accentas she
deliversthe storieswith humourand strength.The images
are powerfultoo: blank papercarefullyhungthen
splatteredwith red paint; SianedJonesstruttingacross
the spacein a crudeterrorist mask,and, strikingly,the
two womenbeamingmercilesslyas they thumpout a tune
on an old organ, havingcoveredthemselvesin transparent
plastic - the safetyand cosinessof a churchwhich
excludesratherthen embraces.SianedJoneshas a
beautifulvoice which she usesto excellenteffectin
The Observation
childish chants,songs,hymns,andwordlesslaments.
Tower
Throughoutthe piece, both artists performwith humour
and style. It is exhilaratingto watchthesetwo women
tackle a complexpolitical subject,and, throughthe truth
of their artistic evocation,refine our perceptionof the
CAZ ROYDS
issuesinvolved.

THE OBSERVATION
TOWER
(CHISENHALE
DANCE
SPACE)
The legendgoesthat two Scottishprincescameoverthe
sea to Ulster. In fulfilment of a prophecythat the first to
touchthe earthof the new land would be its ruler, one of
the princescut off his handwhile they were still on the
ship, and threw it on the beach.The invasionof Irelandis
symbolizedby this bleedingred hand:it is an emblemand
a curse, lying heavyon the lives of the peopleof Ulster.
From TheObservationTower,we view the curse's
operationon the lives of 'the two little girls from
Ballybum'.Insignificant,small-townUlster Protestants
thoughthey be - and far removedfrom the Scottishking yet the cursefinds them out, blightingtheir lives as it
blightsthe lives of everyonein the Province.
Oneof the strengthsof this pieceis its evocationof
childhood,boldly usingthe laughter,songsand language
of childrento uncoverlayersof corruption.The English
alphabetthe little girls learn at schoolincludes'G is for
Genocide',and 'one potato,two potato,three potato,four'
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the dressingroom betweenthe Fridayand Saturdaynight
shows.A brief and animatedconsultationin French,
Italian and Englishensued.'Marcello'sjust beensaying
that at one point he had to spenda weekobservingblind
people', McBurneyexplained.'Yes', Jos Howben,the
Theatre De
company'sBelgianmemberadded,'and at the end of the
Complicite
weekyou hadto travel blindfoldon the Parisunderground,
so you got a real senseof what it was like to be blind in a
city'.
In a similar fashion,A MinuteToolate is basedon
observationsof the waysin which peoplebehavein
graveyards,at funerals, in the doctor'soffice etc., and
theseobservationsare usedas the basisfor
improvisationswhich magnifycommonplace
behaviour
patternsinto grotesquearchetypes
. The imagesof and
ideasaboutdeathin A MinuteToolate wereput together
in 4½ weeksfor an ICAproduction.'We tried out alternate
combinationsof the improvisationswe had on deathand
cameup with what seemedmost natural', McBurneysaid.
'We alwayshavesomeonewatchwhat we're doing, so we
get a goodsenseof what worksand what doesn't' .
The productof their collaborationis a bizarrecyclical
journeythroughthe landscapeof deathwhichstarts and
endsin a desolategraveyardneara main road. This
journeytakes place in a strangeand disquietinglyfamiliar
borderlandbetweenfantasyand reality and makesuse of
suchcomicelementsas parody,slapstickandsurrealism
to confrontthe audiencewith the inadequacyof the
modernwesternworld's responsesto death.Amongthe
scenesalongthe way is a hilariousfuneralservicein
which McBurney
's bumblingand awkwardattemptto
follow churchritual undercutsand qualifiesthe
pretensionsof his fellow mourners.Eachof the company
membersmakesparodiccapitalout of his national
heritage:Magniprojectsthe effusiveand self-indulgent
sentimentalityof a Latin; Howben,the graveand
humourlesshypocrisyof a BelgianProtestant
; and
McBurney,the embarrassmen
t of an agnosticEnglishman
who only visits churchfor weddingsand funerals. Parody
shifts into surrealburlesquewhen, after payingtheir
respectsto the dead, the threesomebreakinto a Fred
Astairedanceroutine. Similarly incongruousand
excruciatinglyfunny is the chasescenein whichHowben
as manicundertakergivesthe bereavedMcBurneya lift
home- at 100 Mph! Complicitecalls into questionour
solemnityaboutdeath, andchallengeus to recognizeit as
a centralfact of everydayexperience.
Anotherpowerfulelementin the showis the
exteriorizationof inner reality. 'We alwaysstart from the
inside and work out', McBurneysaid, pointingat his
chest. 'We're neverfar from reality, and so the audience
usuallyrecognizesand understands
what we're doingright
away'. An instanceof this techniqueis McBurneyleaping
up and downin a St Vitus' danceof torturedhopewhile
Magnias an embarrassedand prurientregistrarbeatsout
a crazeddrumsolo on his desk.This is botha natural
developmentfrom the bureaucraticprocedureof stamping
a deathcertificateand, on a subconscious
level, an
Theatrede Complicite'sA MinuteToolate, startswhen
expressionof his inability to handledeath.
Likewiseimpressiveis the dexteritywith whichthe
MarcelloMagniand Jos Howbenstrolled onto the stage
companyis able to shift with seemingeffortlessness
from
and explainthat: 'it hasn't startedyet - it's all right slapstickto extremepathos,and sometimesthey
just relax'. This sensitivityto audienceresponseis no
somehowdevelopboth simultaneously.This versatilityis
doubtdue, in part, to this internationalgroup'straining at
Paris' EcoleJacqueLe-Coqwherestudentsare everyweek especiallyevidentin the penultimatescene.Comedyis
neverfar awaywith Howben'sbrilliant impersonationof a
requiredto producea ten minutepiece of theatrefor the
evaluationof fellow students.'Thesepieceswere derived kettle boiling, andthe absurdwordingof the deathgrants
form ('Benefitsfrom Death'),but this humourserves
from observationand improvisation',said the company's
chieflyto underscorethe poignancyof McBurney's
Englishspokesman,SimonMcBurney,whilst relaxingin

THEATRE
DE
COMPLICITE
(MIDLAND
GROUP)

Photo Robin Ridley
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lonelinessafter his wife's death.He tries to preservethe
continuityof domesticity, paddingaroundin a purple
cardiganand makinga cup of tea, but this activity only
reinforcesthe reality of his isolation.
A Minute Toolate is an evocative,witty and highly
individualexplorationof the centralhumanexperienceof
death,and it has the hauntingimpactof originality. 'You
know, it's not really mime', Howbensaysin his
introductionto the show, 'we use wordsas well. Yes
words'. Magnigivesthe broadestof broadsmiles and
adds, in halting English,'it's somethingwe madeup
ourself'.
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Photo : Catherine Elwes

to be replacedby baby'sclothingin anticipationof the
mother'simminentduties.
Elwesexposesthe didacticabsenceof womanfrom the
Lacanianmale dominated'Oedipuscomplex'througha
sarcasticfinale. Frenchphrasesof demandand
appropriationcrossthe monitor,foregroundingthe naked
motherbearingthe sphericalbulk of her child as she
stylishly dressesa doll, an infant surrogate,in spasmodic
GIVE
MY REGARDS
slow motion.
Zoe Redman'sPassionRationis a developmentof her
TO FRITH
STREET
earlier Storyof June , bothtaking a parodicallook at the
situationof (Western)womanwithin the household.Dimly
(LONDON
VIDEO
lit interiorsreflect the moodof the piece in whicha
ARTS)
woman,deprivedof love and attention,complainsand
Fromits inceptionin the sixties, video has remained
demandsmorethan the routinehalf dozenpaperwrapped
roseswhich representsher man's passionrationfor the
underthe strangleholdof television,churningout images
as commodityfor massconsumption.Trappedwithin the
week.
WhereasRedmandealswith kitchensink dramas,Rose
domesticityof the TV monitorand lackingthe formal
Garrardmakesa polemicre-writingof female history
qualitieswhich mercifullyallow somefilm at least to
providealienationfrom victimisingstereotypes,video has within a wider sphereof the hierarchicalmale domain
practicallyforcedits practitionersto produceartifacts
which has up to now deprivedwomenof the throneof
power.The recurringthemeof Pandora'sBox, within
which resemblethe TV medium.
which is enclosedall evil, recallingthe seductionof Eve
Goldbacherand Flitcroftwere two artists to realizethe
by the phallic serpent,hidesthe gunwith its potentialfor
potentialof fashionableTV trash, and haveas a
revolt quietly but determinedlyresistedby the perpetual
consequence
, becomethe darlingsof video art and the
natureof male producedartifactswhichfeedthe memory
initiators and leadingproducersof scratchtapes, pirating
with myths,suchas the photographwhichfixatesand
soapand advertclichesin an attemptto criticise their
reinforceswomen'spassivesubmission.
origin throughsheerexcess.Revellingin the mediaand
'I must not let otherswrite my lines for me' repeats
the public's satietyfor those iconoclasticmomentsof
Garrardas we watchher surrogate,a fragile plasterfigure
fascination,that 'distancedpassionfor the image' as
wanderthroughthe narrowcorridorsof the school,the
Barthescalled it, Goldbacheramongothersis hopingto
induceconflictingemotionsof 'anxiety,sympathy,disgust, institution.
As far as video is concerned
, it is suchsemi-narratives
celebration'and eventually'an exploitationof the
which will retrieveit from its commercialand technical
manipulationthroughpleasure' which has becomeTV's
impotenceinto the fertility of the female reincarnationthe
trademark.
acceptanceof suchpracticespromises.Hereand now, in
But as you watchthe myriadof seductiveeyesglanceat
sucha stagnantsituationart becomesnecessity.
the camera, at you, in the hazeof lurid greenand polka
SOTIRIS KYRIACOU
dot purple,you feel as thoughsomebodyhas said it all
before.The promisesand BarbieDoll mythologiesof the
irridescentsparkleof the quiz-showbackdropare
AN EVENING
IN
simultaneouslydeniedby its blindingsurfaceintensity.
Media's cateringhas takenthe imageto its conclusion
SWINDON
and beyond,and no juxtapositionis goingto bring it back
Da Wu Tangbeganthe eveningwith a concentratedpiece
from the graveof the unconsciousin which it has
that fannedout of the darknessfrom the soundof ink-stick
embeddeditself for oblivion.
groundagainstinkstoneto a confrontationalimprovisation
Sucha familiarisedmediumrequiresnew contentif it is
of movementtowardsand acrossthe spatial divide
to be validatedas a valuableoppositionalcultural
between
audienceand performer,eventuallypassing
practice,and CatherineElwes,RoseGarrardand Zoe
throughthe audience.
Redmanhavedonethis in narratingtheir confessions
In the first sectionwe weregiven a demonstrationof
aboutmotherhood,packagedlove and deprivedidentities.
brilliantly dextrousillusion. Uponthe portionof a long
Elwes' With Childprovedto be the most populartape at
scroll of papersuspendedfrom a simpletripod which
the show.Workingwithin the criteria that the personalis
simultaneouslydisplayedand concealed,a single thick
political the artist takesus throughthe experienceof
straightblackbrushstrokewas madefrom behind.
beingan expectantmother, In preparation
/anticipationof
Magically,this was later peeledaway:gesturebecome
motherhoodandthe eventualdenial of the fruits of her
concrete.Da's space/bodydrawingsincludeda horizontal
labours.Within the domesticsituation,she relatesto the
progressof undulationand chin-haulingunaidedby arms
still unbornchild's toys, signifiersof the cultural
that mimickedand mockedthe blackwrinkle static on the
kidnappingwhich hurriedlyplacesthe child within the
floor; calligraphybecomecaterpillar.A transcendent
social and linguistic order, with a suspiciousunease,as
they take on a life of their own within the spookyVictorian metamorphosis.
After an intermission,Da pulsedtowardsthe audience,
interiors.Theduckknocksthe roundaboutinto orbit,
Ill>
ricochetingoff the side walls yet fluid as a tide
cuddlymonkeystango, soldiersmarchon horsebacklater
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insinuatinga beach.Like waterseekingthe pathof least
resistance,he clamberedthroughand up, poised,
considered,frequentlymotionless,takingand making
energyfrom andfor us, provingwith his eyes, measuring,
challengingobstruction.
His passagecompleted,Da madea succinctand clear
statementabouthis areasof concernand his grateful
acknowledgement
of the interactiverole of the audience.
Deceptivelysimple and immaculatelyexecuted,suchwork
is stimulating,nourishingand refreshing.
In the shopping-centre,
(undesired)lightingby J.
Sainsbury,the BowGamelanEnsemblesynthesized
the
zanyinventiveness
of early Bill Woodrowwith the
fearsomekineticismof Tingueley'sHommageto New

NOW

REGULAR
MUSIC
(NETTLEFOLD
HALL,
NORWOOD)
IT IS A PLEASURE
TOHEARhowmaturethe workof
Regularhas become.Theirearlier InterestIn the more
minimalsystemsmusicof Americahas beentransformed
by the influenceof recentBritishelectro-popmusic.The
musicnowhasall the rhythmicdrive and powerof
minimalismbut has beenaugmented
with simplebut
beautifullyconstructedmelodies.The line-upof violin,
percussion,keyboards,electricguitarandvariousbrass
remindedme of nothingotherthanthoseLatin-jazzfusion
combosof the sixties. It is a line up whichcanbe
gloriouslyrobustbut can also be smoothandgentle. Jon
Parry'spiecesall remindedme of FrankZappa'agreat
years,circa 'Hot Rats', '2000Motels'days,a complex,
jazzy,but compellingsound.Theone newpieceby
AndrewPoppywas a pieceprimarilyfor percussionand
had a kindof cleansparsesound.I hopethat this wasa
taste of his forthcomingalbumfor zn, of TrevorHorn,
FrankieGoesto Hollywoodfame. It is the kindof sound
that will appealto the avant-popaudiencebut is infinitely
moreinterestingmusically.
'The Lake'by GeoffWarrenwas a washy,spacioustonal
piecewith an intriguinglyric. Butthe work of Jeremy
PeytonJonescameoverstrongest.His own brandof
beefed-up systemsexploitedthe line ups rangeof sounds
andtexturesas well as havingthe bestdancebeatof the
night. Thedemandsof his still rigorousdevotionto the
'system'producesthe occasionaldifficult transformation,
particularlyin the earlier piece,Idyllic Rhythms.In the
morerecentpieceshe seemsmorecontentto write what
soundsright, regardlesswhatthe structuredemands.It
definitelysoundedgood.My only reservationis that I
wouldhaveliked to hearat least one longerwork.

STEVE ROGERS
York,to producea mechanicaland pyro(hu)maniacal
delightof awesomehilarity. They(AnneBean,Paul
Burwell,and RichardWilson)redeployedurbanjunk
rhythmsin an aestheticallyinspiringassaulton our sanity.
In the final tableau,flamefountainedfrom the tin-hatted
headof eachof them, brighterthan any inspirational
lightbulb.Gosee, hear, andsmell.
A fanfarefrom atopthe WyvernTheatreheraldedthe
arrival of the victoriousField MarshalAlaztairSchneein
his all-conqueringtank (on loanwith full crew)which
mademanylaps of honourof Theatresquare.Schnee's
tinsel cap andfrockcoat(almostreadyfor a first fitting)
confirmedhis status.This tyranicalmartinetleaptfrom
the massivewar-machineand stompedinto the adjacent
wine-bar.Accompanied
by a shiny-patedpianist claiming
to belongto the Revolutionary
CommunistMovement(that
he hadthe musicreadyproveshe was a 5th columnist)
his rafter-rattlingrenditionof the Volgaboat-songsoon
smashedthe oenophilesinto submissivecollaboration.By
closingtime theseturncoatsweresingingentirechoruses,
in tune. Schnee'sown undercoveractivitiespractisingand
promotingperformance
art underthe alias of Alastair
Snowat SouthHill Park,Bracknell,havingbeenrevealed,
this subversivestrategistnowcentreshis effortsin
Swindon.Theeveningendedwith reactionaryslogans
suchas 'Drinkup, please'and 'Yourglasses,please'as
the art-satedrevellerstumbledinto the cold. Alastair's
Regular Music benigncapturingof the town seemsto havebeenof its
heartsand mindstoo; very healthily-sizedaudiencesfor
eachof theseeventsattestto this.
Photo : Steve Littman
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ALEX X. FRASER
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world. Thealtar/baptism/livesaving
mimeticsbecome
moreand morefrenzied,until the participantsfling
themselvesrepeatedlywith abandoninto the water,like
I WASGOING
TOWRITEaboutfive majornewproductions displayingwildfowl,to Mossolovmachinemusic.
Ecstasyis replaced,as otherstakeover, by a sort of
whichI saw in Cardiffwithin the spaceof a monthor so,
eternalimpatience,andthe actionsget out of control,or
mostlyat Chapter.Thetroublewas,everytime I put pen
climax(a bit overdonehere,with an
to papermy effortsbecamelaboured,like writing a school reacha pre-ordained
over-the-top1812Overtureeffect).We are left with an
essayon the bus, andthe feelingreconstituted
itself that
emptyset andquiet music,reminiscentof Geoffrey
hadcomeoverme at the endof almostall the
Burgon'sTinker,Tailor,Soldier,Spysignaturetune. Now
performances,
of beingnonplussed
- of wantingto go
andmakea cupof tea ratherthangrapplewith the issues if all I hadheardof TheCarrierFrequencywasthis
raised. It is a phaseI'm goingthrough?HaveI acquireda description,I wouldn'twantto go andsee it much,but the
nightI wastherenot only did nobodywalk out, but they
jadedpalate?Do I needa rest?
all sat motionlessuntil the quiet soundsfadedcompletely
wasthe only one
ImpactTheatre
' s TheCarrierFrequency
andall you couldhearwas drippinggantries.
of the five performances
whichI left feelinggenuinely
I sawthat monthcontained
excited.Quitea few otherpeoplealso left ImpactTheatre All the otherperformances
magnificent'bits'. Jim van der Woude'sone-person
tour
excited, but not in the sameway, andoftenles than
de forceBrainstormhadsomeof the best'bits' I have
halfwaythrough.In fact, the rumourswerethat this was
everseen, involvingstage-sculptures
of breathtaking
the one peoplewerewalkingout of, so - beep, beepsimplicityandmaximumeffect.Andwhenwhatyou
the signals wentoff in my mindthat this was somethingI
usuallyget in Cardiff'sShermanTheatre(Chapter'sown
shouldn't miss.
theatrewastoo small to holdvander Woude's
too
I should not try to describeTheCarrierFrequency
extravaganza)
is productionsof mainstreamstageclassics
much, but ... A psalmis sung,a small world, or minor
in whichthe appearance
of a Welshrugbychangingroom
hell, is revealed
, whosekeepers,ankle-deepin water,
hasunfailinglybeeninterpolated(haveyou everseen
performmutualrituals, turnedinto habit or obsession,
Goethe'sFaustwith a rugbychangingroomscene?I
periodicallyclimbingto the dry seclusionof high
platforms, wheretheydon old GPOheadsetsand, rocking have), then a pieceabouta mangettingup, having
backwardsandforwards, hold 'pow-wows'
with eachother breakfast,andgoingfor a bike ride holdssignificantly
and 'the otherside', in a post-nuclear
slanglike a mixture morepromise.Butthe stretchesin betweenthe 'bits' were
overlongandoversold
, andvander Woudedid not
of ethnopoetry
, pidgin, CBjargon,and Raudivevoices,
succeedin transcending
his ownstereotype
, that of a
occasionallypunctuated
with a rhythmickeening, like
Morgenstern
's GrosseLatu/asound-poem.
MarcelMarceaufor 1984.
LumiereandSon'sBrightsidewasalso a simpletale,
its
Below
, the cyclicHuis Closworld recommences
almosta parabolicfairytale(with elementsof the
obsessiverota as remnantsof short-wavebroadcasts
waft
throughthe ether, includingthe intermittentsurfacingof
Emperor'sNewClothes),interpretedvia 'music,song,
dialogue, andmovement. .. so that no oneform
the Italian EurovisionSongContestwinnerof the 50s,
Vo/are, whichalwaysdid seemto comefrom another
dominatesthe other', but with a resultant'concertofor ""

NOTES
FROM
CARDIFF
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orchestra'feel, with eachof theseelementssurfacingin
turn for impressivevirtuosoefflorescence.All the attempts
to interpretDavidGale'soriginal poemin a waynot
'enslavedby the serialities of a dialoguetext' cameto
naughthowever,for they werestill enslavedby other
serialities, suchas the grosslycaricaturedstereotyped
characters,whichfailed to becomeevencaricaturesof
caricatures.Manypeopledid enjoyBrightsidea lot, but
thosewho liked it mostseemto havesuccumbedto the
very 'gravitationalform of naturalism'which director
Hilary Westlakewas at painsto eschew.
CardiffLaboratoryTheatre,lately balancingon a financial
and estimatorytightrope,havecomeup, to everyone's
relief, with a mostlynew and very excellentcompany,and
a newworkwhichis unlikelyto threatentheir future
existence,in fact quite the opposite.TheFuneral(Death
of a Fishmonger,has somemarvellous'bits' too - too
manyto mention.Butthe 'blackcomedy'was too often no
more·than its stereotype
. Larkingaboutby the graveside,
howeverwell done,is not goodenough.The 'bits' which
were best, by which I do not necessarilymeanthe
'seriousbits', remindedme of the dominantratherascetic
aspectof CardiffLab's previouspiece, Orpheus,which
nobodywas supposedto haveliked much,but which
seemedto be workinglaudablyagainsta trend.
Is it just me, or is there a perniciousundercurrentabroad
which is workingoutwardfrom performances
engineered
to makeold-agepensionerssmile and historylessons
more interesting,to involve'the community
' moreby
demandingless of it, to be morecost-effective,and
successfulin the cut-throatcompetitionfor grants?Thank
goodness,then, for TheCarrierFrequency.Hereat last
was somethingyou couldn'ttake roundlocal schools
(well, you could, but you wouldn't),somethingwhich
dramaofficersfoundmeaningless,or didn't think of going
to see, and whicha local reviewerwalkedout of after 20
minutesbut sawfit to publisha reviewpreoccupiedwith
the fact that therewas water on the stage('Wet play
dampsenthusiasm').Somethingwhichwas too rich to be
demeanedby one interpretation.It might evenhavebeen
a dancepiece,but it wasn't as incrediblypolite as Second
Stride'sprogramme,also seenin Cardiffat the same
time, makingthe 'new dance'seemlike the 'studio
ceramics'of performance.Theyoungman in Chapter's
box office's unsolicitedand enthusiasticremarkaboutThe
CarrierFrequencywas that it was 'hard'.
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A strictly regulatedflow of peoplepassedinto a hallway
lined with mockreliefs. Sevencolumnsof paintedorigami
extravaganza,
cones,nightlights,drawnbladesand roses
set a Byzantinetone of reverence.
You havehardlybegunto look at a creaturecrossed
betweena dragonflyand a flying machine, rustlingher
gold wingsin anguish,stretchingher armsand shaking
her gold knuckledusters,
scrapingthemdownthe foil of
her wings,wadingin angularmetal footwearand cutting
throughthe crowdwith an immeasurablyremotegaze,
whenyou are hurriedout by burly ushersin favourof the
oncomingmass.
In the vacantgallerythe congregationmixedand
conversedcontentedlydespitethe winterydraughtsthat
blew througha large opendoorway.Theywavedtheir
cardswith a spurioussatisfaction,bornof familiarity,
which derivesfrom gettingnothingfor your efforts,but
knowing,at least, that this is an importantnothing.
Outside,the mist had thickened,and peoplewerestill
coming.Thecrowdswelledaroundthe closeddoor.
ELIZABETH HERON

PERFORMANCE
ACME
STUDIOS

AT

Acmehascontinuedits supportfor newartists by
providingthem with low costaccommodation
afterthe
gallery'sclosurein 1981.Threeveterans, StuartBrisley,
RonHaseldenand Tim Headwere invitedto utilize a
newlyleasedspace,a derelictmulti-storeychurchhall
beforeit is convertedinto artist's studios.Theone-offuse
of a non-institutionalspaceis appropriatefor one of the
most activesupportersof non-objectbasedworkin the
1970's.By its nature,performanceis an instant
experienceratherthan a concretestatement;the space
itself becomesthe work throughthe artist's mutual
interaction.The receptionof the performanceprocessis
not conditionedby any pre-existingculturalcodesand
expectationsbut merelyreceivedas a new perceptionof
the environment.
Findingthe spacewas an experiencein itself, as
firstcomersendedup interruptingthe weeklybible classin
the hall opposite.Acmeremainedin darknessuntil
precisely7 o'clockwhenwe were allowedinsidea large,
debris-litteredhall to be pleasantlysurprisedby Tim
Head's sparklingWintersculpture.A large branch,
DAVID BRIERS
retainingmorethan a passingresemblance
to its origins
and paintedsnowwhite glowedin the warmthof the icy
blue winter light of its fruits, largeteardroplight bulbs.
ALCHYMIA
(MILAN)
Thewholeeffectwas reminiscentof a Xmastree complete
with lights andfairy, like a bonfire,invitingyou nearerto
OnlyAmericanscouldactuallypayto sleep roughand
the mysticismand energywithin it. Thebrokengothic
catchtheir ownfood on 'SurvivalHolidays'but the
windowsrevealedfragmentsof the night: indoorsMilanesehavetheir own way of gleaningentertainment
outdoors,light-darkblended,producingan enhancement
from the confrontationwith the elements.
ratherthan intrusionof the surroundings.
By 9pm on a freezing,foggyNovembernight at least 200
peoplehad gatheredin a densequeuelining the courtyard Meanwhile,at the otherendof the room,the first part of
RonHaselden'sperformance
was goingon, in the
of the Padiglioned'Arte Contemporanee
for a one-off
basementviewedthrougha squareopeningwhichframed
installationby AlessandroMendini'sStudioAlchymia.
RichardLayzelland PamelaHileyperformingTai-Chi.
At 9.30 the doorswherestill shut.
Sometime afterthe queuesurgedforwardand the first 50 Theymovedwithin this framedarea pushingat the
barriersof the spaceand eachother, a communication
or so squeezedthroughbeforethe doorsslammedshut
again.A luckyhandfulof peoplegot shiny cataloguesand withoutwordsor contact:in harmony.
We were guidedupstairsthrougha long and narrow
long blue cardsinscribed'Nu/la: idea per un attualita'staircaseto watchStuartBrisley'sNot In BadFaith.This
Nothing-ideafor an event.
Nothingto see but a sea of headsand the mirageof Edgar was moreof a theatricalsituationwith the audiencesat in
rowsfacingthe dark expanseof the room,the event
Allen Poe'smanof the crowdslippingbetweenthe
immaculatetweedsandfur collars.
anticipatedby the presenceof the artist and a collection
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IOU's horticulturalfantasiessproutall overBristolfrom
Feb7-Feb10, whenthey are in residenceat the Arnolfini,
Theydesignspecificeventsfor eachplacetheyare in
residence,so the Arnolfini's docksidesettingshouldprove
an interestingvenue.Also comingup at variousvenuesin
Bristolorganisedby the newTheatreAlliance, Bristol,are
NaturalTheatre,SirenTheatreandBurntBridges
, among
others.Info 0272299191. •
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Tim HeadbringsTheTyranny
of Reasonto the ICA
Galleryfrom Feb8 to March17. 'A spatialareaof light
and soundis createdentirelyfrom the insigniaof powerof
plastic money, of cold waresand hardwares'. Alsoin the
BeingandDoing (see
CinemaMarch26-31, StuartBrisley's
interviewthis issue)Info 01 930 0493. •
Anthony
Howellcontinueswith the BritishArt Showto
Edinburghwith TableMovesI and II. (January25-26),
whileAlastairMclennancontinues to be BuriedAlivethis
time at the RoyalScottishAcademyon Feb1-3 (48 Hr
performance)
, StationHouseOperaperformElevationII at
the RoyalScottishAcademy
. Info on 031 226 6051. •

ThelegendaryBelgianperformance
groupJanFabre
cometo the ICATheatreMarch7-10, 14-17,we are
informedjust as we go to press,with their newsix-hour
long ThePowerof TheatricalMadness.In a ruthlessly
demandingshow(for the performers)the meaningof
Classicismandthe limits of humanendeavour
are
dissected.Highlyrecommended
. Info 01 930 0493.
*(Alsoat the ICATheatrein Feb/Mar, TheatredeComplicite
,
artists, Mantis
Tim BuckleyBlueGeneTyranny-Video
Dance
, Second
Stride,andImpacttheatre's newshow.) •

Photo: Bob Van Dantzig
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Ceremonies-A
Melodrama
takesplacein a GrandHotel,'a
placeof passage,chancemeetings,novelty,changeand
rapture,wherelife is run accordingto a rigorousset of
rulesandconventions.
' It is createdby the Frenchgroup
GretaChuteLibrein conjunctionwith WimbledonSchool
of this kind haveproved
of Art. Previouscollaborations
unmissable.
At The Place,London,from Feb5-16. Info on
01-8367433. •
TheZapClubBrightonis still on the lookoutfor new
performance
work, particularlyfor its increased
participationin the BrightonFestivalthis Spring andthe
rumouredlink-upwith the importantNottingham
Performance
Festivalin the Autumn.ContactNeilButleron
0273775987.•

Photo: Rose Finn Kelcey

LondonVideoArts recentlyran a seasonof Narrat
ive
Video, of whichthis (Gloryby RoseFinnKelcey)was a
part. It wasconcernedwith videoof performance
art and
theatre,but latein MarchLVAplanto run a seasonof
performance
that includesvideoin the live action, video
performance
in short. Moredetails,Jez Welchon 01 437
2786. •

ICAGALLERY
TIM HEAD-THE

TYRANNY

OF REASON

8 Februar y - 17 March

Picturedbelow:PolishartistEwaPartum
inStuartBrisley
and
KenMcMullen's
newfilm Beingand Doing(seeICA). •

SHIN RO OHTAKE
13 Febru ary - 17 March

DUANE MICHALS
13 February - 17 March+ Talk 20 February 7.30

ICATHEATRE
TIM BUCKLEY
5 - 9 February

MANTIS DANCE COMPANY
12 - 23February

SECOND STRIDE
26 February - 3 March

ICA CINEMATHEQUE
WHAT DO MEN WANT?
30 January - 10 February

+ TALKS SERIES :
Thursdays from 7 February 7 .30

FILMS BY KEN McMULLEN
6 - 31 March
in collaboration

with STUART BRISLEY
STUART BRISLEY EXHIBITION
22 - 31 March
Open Tuesday - Sunday 12. OD• 9.00
Admission free with Annual Membership £10 .00
Student Art Pass £5.00 or I CA Day Pass 50p
Talks £1.50
ICA VIDEOTHEOUE Tuesday - Sunda y 12.00 - 5.30pm
All seats bookab le
50p per half hour unit
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RITUAL
AND
MEMORY
PERFORMANCE
AND HISTORY
'STUART
BRISLEY
ONBEING
AND
DOING
The origins of perf'onnance in
highlighted and oompared with
history in a new film by Ken McM en and
Stuart Brisley,Beingand Doing.It draws
parallels between the oonfusingyet
powerf'ulhistorical resonances of two

1

!'1~~-..--~

perf'o~
~t
seventi"8,.·Jlereantiin East
Usingoften Oaweddommeo
performances which refteds ·dtt
memory of the rituals, the ooncep
breaking social harriers and witne .
significant actions are introduced. nm
film seems to represent a stage wflere
Brisley,a veteran of live art actioC i~
re-assessing his own role in art
historical terms. CAM .CO...........,,
talk1te him:
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CATHY COURTNEY: In James
Baldwin's 'Another Country' there's a
very important passage saying that
one of the few contributions we can
make is to act as witnesses to one
another. In Being & Doing you
suggest that performance cannot
exist without an audience. It's
something I'd like to talk about later,
but for the moment I'm going to play
devil's advocate . Do you see an
audience as a sympathetic or
antagonistic body?
STUART BRISLEY: Well, one
would hope that they would be
sympathetic, but there 's no way that
one can actually pre-determine that.
CC: So when you start to perform
are you hoping to engage the
audience in a sympathetic way, or is
that immaterial to you?
SB: It has to be both. It sound as
though I'm trying to avoid the
question. There has to be an element
of sympathy in the sense that one's
actually trying to communicate with
other people, so there must be some
sympathy in that as a notion to start
off with. Yet the process of doing the
work may actually demand that
certain expectations that witnessing
might have will be confronted; they
may even become obstructions to
meaning.
CC: How do you see the role of the
performance artist differing from that
of, say, a popular comedian in front
of an audience?
SB: I think a comedian tends to deal
with stereotypes, to play on
conventions and to reveal the
absurdity in life. But always, it seems
to me, through the engagement with
convention and expectation to the
extent that the audience may even
recognise the pattern; in fact it will
recognise a pattern and in that sense
it's an agreed process.
CC: But there's a shifting
perspective. On the one hand the
performer is able to manipulate his
audience; as Barry Humphries does
when he gets an audience to wave
gladioli. On the one hand harmless
fun, on the other the same source of
power as a Nazi manipulating a
crowd . At the other end of the scale
the audience acts as judge; it can
drive a comedian off stage if it
doesn't like his act. I think
performance has it's own
conventions.
SB: That may well be. I think it's
something more basic than that. I
think conventions come from a
notion of the social dimension ....
The conventions are, in a way,
present within certain social
contexts, certain social levels . One
can almost divide groups of people
regardless of witnesses into social
groupings to the extent that one
would never use the word audience
to describe people watching a
football match - one would use the
word crowd - then there is a subtle

PERFORMANCE

shifting of the notion of crowd to
mob. And at the other end of the
scale there is suddenly , when the
social level gets sufficiently high, an
individual at the centre who becomes
a very important symbol - then the
symbol gives us an audience. So
there seems to be to be a whole set
of social levels, and at the basis of
that is how people behave when they
get together and what happens when
individuality is somehow subsumed
into a collective condition, which,
depending on circumstances, can
operate in different ways.
CC: One of the main points of the
film was about the link between
ritual and performance, and also how
this relates to democracy. Rituals, as
far as we know, began as attempts to
placate the Gods and ward off Devils.
But it's more democratic now, in the
sense that power has devolved from
the Gods to man! At a CND
demonstration , for example every
participant has roughly equal value,
and the purpose is to ward off the
men who control the threat to our
existence. Whereas a performer is
closer to being the symbol you were
talking about, and thereby creating
an audience. Maybe it's a dangerous
parallel, ritual and performance?
SB: What I was trying to do was to
suggest that there was an aspect of
performance; and I was really only
dealing with a particular aspect of
performance as seen in Europe and
in a certain period of time from the
sixties through to the late seventies;
and to suggest that there was, or
there could be, or there might be, a
desire, whether conscious desire or
an unconscious drive, towards
reasserting a notion of ritual; and
that the former reaches out from a
position of isolation and alienation
and attempts to create something
which is common. But that
commonality or submersion of the
individual into the mass or the
raising of the mass to the level of an
art experience within certain social
contexts is very rarely achieved, if
ever. So it becomes, it appears,
short-circuited. The effect of that
short-circuiting allows that
performance in those terms to be
seen very much in terms of art
history and in terms of a central
argument about art practice, so one
sees a historical precedent . And yet I
was trying to suggest that the desire
could be to break the social
limitations which are expressed by a
central notion of art history related to
certain sections of society, and that
this short-circuited desire was
actually to break out of these social
restrictions . And on the other hand
to suggest that in pre-industrial
society, for whatever reason,
religious or whatever , that there
could have been a point where there
was a common agreement as to
purpose, even if it was irrational, that
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the relations between performers
and watchers or witnesses were
interchangeable and that maybe
there was a point when it would be
difficult to define them. This kind of
experience persists in highly
industrialised European societies for
example, in what happens at Haxey
Hood, Padstow and many, many
others. But this exists at certain
social levels, right? I mean one could
say the circle of Haxey would be at
the base of society. Am I making this
clear?
CC: The circle of Haxey has a
tremendously powerful effect in the
film, partly because of the way
you've edited and used it, but isn't it
partly because it's mysterious? And
doesn't the mystery spring primarily
because we've lost the key to its
meaning? Once it would not have
been mysterious at all.
SB: Well, I don't think that's true.
One has to make a distinction
between Padstow and Haxey. These
two rituals which were put into the
Still From Being and
film weren't selected , they were
Doing: Stuart Brisley
and Ian Robertson
determined. The source of Padstow
is a sense unknown . It goes back into
the clouds of history and we can't
exactly define what it is, though it is
fairly obvious that it deals with
fertility and so on , and it relates to
other uses of the horse as a fertility
symbol throughout the world - well,
certainly as far as Indonesia and
South America as well as Europe.
We can't actually go so far as to
determine exactly it's origins. As for
Haxey Hood it's very different
altogether. There are two sources.
One is a popular myth which may or
may not be true and the other is the
result of activity in the past. I forget
which century it related to - the
seventeenth or the sixteenth. Now
first, the myth . I don't know if you
remember in the film the Lord of the
Hood says 'I'd like to believe that it
went back to the twelfth century'.
Now the reason he would like to
believe that is because the myth says
that in the twelfth century a Lady
Mowbray, who was obviously a
Norman, was crossing a field,
purportedly the field where the Hood
takes place, and her hat flew off .
Some people working in the field
fought for the right to give it back to
her as true serfs, and she was so
touched by this act that she
designated that this event should be
reenacted every year at the same
time and place.
CC: That's a mixture of something
that's disgusting and something
that's very moving.
SB: Yes. And also it was January
6th, which I think has religious
maybe pagan connotations, so there
is a connection. We spoke to a
folklorist who had spent a certain
amount of time at Haxey. Her view is
that it's more likely to have arisen
from, I forget which king it was - a ...
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Charles I think - who owned some
land adjacent to the Isle of Axholme
which is where Haxey sits. Anyway,
he met or brought over or in some
way found himself in contact with
some Dutch people who were then
employed to drain his lands. Now, I
don't know exactly what happened.
One can only presume that the water
had to go somewhere. It caused a lot
of disruption in the community for at
least a hundred years - violence
and so on and so forth. Her view is
that this ritual is a kind of simulation
for what set of violent actions and
eventually evolved into the ritual
which is still enacted.
CC: It's the difference between
losing the key to something ancient
and not understanding our own
actions at the time of carrying them
out.
SB: I don't know how to speak for
the people of Haxey, I didn't meet
them for long enough , but I imagine
that they don't have a problem with
it, that it seems completely natural in
the sense that it has an inevitability
about it.
CC: I was thinking about the people
in the twelfth century. At that time it
would have been completely
comprehensible.
SB: Well, if it began in the twelfth
century, I can't imagine what it
would have been, how they would
have responded. I can imagine it a
little more, how it could have been if
it came out of the conflict. I can see
it sort of becoming slowly ritualised
in some sort of way over the years.
CC: When performance comes close
to working best is in the way you
were talking of 'raising everyone to
the level of an art experience'. How
does it differ, for example, from a
church mass?
SB: I think it goes back to the
distinction that there may be
elements within it that are similar . It
may be using the same sensation in
people; some of the same
sensations, but the activity in the
church - there is a hierarchy that's
already established and people are
taking part in something, by choice I
presume, that they recognise as
being a relationship between that
which they can't understand and can
never understand and their own
lives . And this is ritualised and
symbolised through the church and
is articulated by them through their
participation.
CC: How would you see a
performance, in contrast?
SB: Well, one, there is no church
and the social context may be
unique . All that in a sense the
performance can do is in fact to
generate sensations and thought in
the witnesses as to their own
circumstances, as it were. I don't
mean politically, although obviously
it would be political, but also in
terms of their existence. But there is

no way that that can lead necessarily
on to anything else. One has to take
that in relation to looking at any
other work of art. Maybe one of the
limitations of performance could be
that if it's not consumable when it
happens it can never become
consumable at any other time ,
because it's not repeated . I'm talking
about only those performances that
are in relation to the film; a very
limited aspect of performance. There
are other performances which are
repeated ad nauseam. So it has be
be seen in that context . And also
there's something very poignant
about that. You know, the fact that
something takes place once , it's an
event. Even the memory must be
suspect and therefore the
reconstruction of it must be suspect.
CC: Obviously that's behind the
whole film. How did the film come
about? One of your main points is
that these performances can't be
documented - that they are
changed by being documented. One
would almost have expected the
thinking behind the film to defeat its
ever being made.
SB: Yes, that's right . Well, I'd been
working with Ken McMullen on and
off for a long time, since 1972. I felt
that ... it's a very difficult question
and I don't think I can answer it ...
Certainly it seemed to me that there
ought to be some kind of statement
about this area of work and its
context because I was dissatisfied by
the assumptions on the part of many
people that it came very much out of
notions of art in terms of high
culture . I thought there was possibly,
if not probably, another set of bases
for it. I suppose I wanted to try and
investigate what they might be.
CC: You speak in the film of 'those
who regulate the institutions of
society in their own image '. Teaching
at the Slade, and receiving Arts
Council funding, how do you place
yourself in relation to that?
SB: I wouldn't claim that one wasn't
living in a set of contradictions.
Absolutely. I could be clearly looked
upon as an individual engaging in
that and I could also be looked upon
at another period of time, as
someone who is acting quite against
it and there is no, so it appears to
me, ethical position that one can take
as being outside it. I mean one is
caught in it.
CC: By taking any action one is
inevitably caught. Doesn't the
statement in the film need more
qualification then? Isn't it a statement
which is too easily acceptable
without much thought?
SB: Yes, maybe it does and
hopefully that qualification would
come through some of the events in
the film. I mean in the sense that
Beres handed the dish of paint with
the brush to the Communist officials
sitting at the end of the line and so on.
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CC: Do you feel a performance like
Beres' has more impact after a
military take-over than before?
SB: Oh, yes, yes. There are two or
three things to say about that. One is
the power of the media in the sense
that all those performances were
reproduced to a certain extent or
interpreted and, therefore, we can
now look at them and therefore your
response occurs through that . And
also we made the assumption in the
film that memory can play a role in
that , however impure, because we
didn't see Beres hand the dish of
paint to the Communist official, we
only know that through the voice of
somebody who purported to be
there, so there's an element of trust
in that as to whether that's true or
not, and if we didn't have access to
the media, if they didn't exist, maybe
these tiny actions couldn't be
regarded in the same terms at all
because we wouldn't know about
them.
CC: How do you differentiate
between the agression in your pieces
and that of a military force. They're
obviously very different.
SB: Yeah. Well military power is
there for real. Absolutely for real. It's
absolutely concrete. The sensations
of violence and aggression that come
through the two pieces that I did
with Ian Robertson, show how, in a
sense, one can learn through
violence and maybe people are
taught/trained through violent means
or implied violent means. The
implication behind that is that it's
wrong .
CC: A lot of the performances you
chose for the film make people very
vulnerable . For a start, people are
often naked. There's also selfimmolation in your pieces, the nail
going through the hand. And the
walking naked in a crowd could also
be seen as a form of self-immolation.
A lot of performance is peeling away
at layers of ourselves and
discovering unpleasant aspects.
SB: No. I wouldn't say that about
performance. I have to repeat I was
only taking a certain aspect of
performance and I think all those
acts had metaphoric implications.
But it's that curious relationship
between something being actua l and
at the same time being a
representation of something else.
Hence the hand thing .
CC: Well, you could say that about
some theatre.
SB: I suppose the difference
between theatre and that would be
that those events were actually
taking place. The nail going through
the hand wasn't simulated, as far as I
know according to those two
descriptions. One is by the member
of an audience in London who'd
never seen a performance before,
and fainted. Then he tried to come to
terms with his feelings and thoughts
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afterwards and said in the end that it
was almost as though the meaning
of the work was reconstructed in his
head afterwards, which I thought
was a very interesting statement.
And second by a professor of logic in
Poland who saw the same act done
by the same man in Poland and
talked about the necessity for artists
to be more serious about what
they're doing and to always take a
risk. To try to be consequential - is
that the right word?
CC: One of the performers speaks of
feeling free when he performs ...
SB: It's the sense of release he feels
he has. I don't exactly share that , but
I do understand what he means.
CC: An actor in a play, when he's
achieved a perfect balance with the
part and his performance becomes
instinctive, could say the same .
SB: Yeah!
CC: It comes from complete focus
and a mixture of concentration and
instinct. Is that the same for a
performer?
SB: Well, that's difficult to say. It can
be. It's just that something comes
from different ends and maybe are
reacting to the same kind of point in
the middle. One coming from a set
of pre-determinants that the person
has to struggle through in order to
reach that point and the other where
the person sort of steps out of real
life and yet still in real life is able to
achieve a sense of freedom.
CC: You've been working in
performance for a long time. What
performances have made the
greatest impact for you?
SB: I did see a work of Beuys in
1970 at Edinburgh that I found a very
liberating piece of work for me at the
time. This is a personal thing in the
sense that it gave me an
understanding that I could step out
of a certain sort of straitjacket which
were my own preconceptions and
limitations and Beuys offered me
that . That was very important to me .
After that it 's not so much actually
seeing performances , it's more about
notions and ideas about
performances. Maybe about myths,
small myths. For example the work
by Jan Mlcoch from Prague which is
in the film, where his feet and arms
are tied. I feel that's a very powerful
image and, of course , it's interesting
there as a notion of whether there's
an audience or not. Obviously it took
place in a loft - maybe it wasn't a
performance at all, maybe it was a
tableau set up for a photograph, I
don't know. But recent art history
has leached out certain events and
asserts a kind of centrality for certain
activities .
CC: Can you be more specific?
SB: Yes. In Western terms we can
certainly talk about a recent history
of art which deals with modernisms,
which finds its placement through
the marketplace and which seeks to
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marginalise, doesn 't seek but actually
does marginalise work which doesn't
fall into the broad strata or category.
I feel that very strongly in relation to
just my experience of becoming an
artist, seeing what happened in the
sixties, and seeing how things
disappeared as it were .
CC: What stage are you talking
about?
SB: From about 1965 when I decided
to do performance . Now I don't do
all that much live work. I haven't for
a long time. It's moved from the
sense of a person as a physical entity
in a given situation - really
attempting to make statements with
oneself in relation to others - to
withdrawing to a kind of mental
space and in a sense making works
which are in my own private
language. Imaginative performances
through the use of sound, the use of
voice and so forth. The last piece I
did was with two other people, Tim

Head and Ron Hazeldon. The text
was written in relation to the space
in which it was to be played. It was a
disused church hall so that the
people present in the room were
conscious of the text expressing or
reminding them of their own
experience in the room - how they
got there, climbing the stairs, sitting
down, feeling cold as well as other
things. So there was a kind of
immediacy that comes really from
the sense of the audience being the
performer, or the audience being
asked to consider their own
immediate experience as part of a
scenario that will have incorporated
other things. That's just the last thing
I did.•
Stuart Brisley and Ken McMullen's
Being and Doing is at the ICA
Cinematheque from March 6-31. A
new installation by Stuart Brisley is
at the ICA gallery from March 22-31 .
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IS THEREA CRISIS
IN VISUALTHEATRE?
TWO
ARTICLES
WHICHASSESS
THE
PROGRESS
OF
EXPERIMENT
INTHE
THEATRE,
ONE
PESSIMISTIC,
ONE
OPTIMISTIC

AGAINSTSLOWNESS
It is dishearteningto note thatit is actuallypossibleto fit at least eightyper cent of the country's
experimentalistsin theatre in a small but comfortablyappointedhall, but this happened
recently.Hostedby the People Show,theywere addressedby DAVID
GALE
of Lumiereand Son,
and what follows is an edited versionof his speech. The title refersto a stylistictendencyin
contemporaryperformancethat is most readily characterisedby its slowness of physical
movement.The article itself departs into rather broaderterritorythan this tendency;but
restrictsitself to the workof theatregroupsratherthansolo performingor performanceartists.
I believe we are experiencing a
unique crisis in the shrink ing world
of experimental or alternative
performance. Our theatre has
become infected and the infection
has made the patient resemble his
comfortable bourgeois relation, the
theatrical mainstream . This infection
has none of the drama of a terminal
fever, instead it is a slow , wasting
disease. The word 'crisis', is usually
applied to a situation that is acute
and novel, but something much
more novel is occurring here , which
requires a redefinition of some
everyday terms. Sufferers from AIDS
know all too well that they have been
invaded by what is called a slow
viruss - a pathogenic agent which
takes as long as three years to
produce symptoms. The slow virus is
something new - until quite recently
all viruses were considered to be fast
- you made contact, shortly
afterwards you manifested
symptoms. A drama of fever then
recuperation, ideally, was enacted.
You knew you had been ill, and had
come through a crisis. In this age of
the slow virus it seems that our
theatre work has been diseased for
at least the last two or three years,
that we behave as if very little were
going wrong, and that when the
symptoms reach their most
advanced and obstrusive state it will

be too late, the prognosis will be one
of a terminal condition .

We are enclaved,
ghettoised, few are
excited by us ...
I can see a situation arising within
the foreseeable future where the
value and influence of the work
experimental theatre in this country
is reduced to a point where the
alternative or avant-garde path
becomes not just an unpaved and
meandering lane, but a cul-de-sac, an
evolutionary dead-end.
The work has devolved into a benign
tumor easily lanced by the surgeons
of indifference, leaving no scars, no
lingering discomfort, even no
particular memories of the
experience itself . We are enclaved,
ghettoised, few are excited by us,
few are assembling in the wings to
follow us or supplant us.
Of course there are economic
reasons for this state of affairs , and
of course we receive no support
from the national critics, those
ignorant fuckpigs whose uniformed
and unpoetic non-contributions have
been deftly condemned by John
Ashford in his sad, and luc id,
valedictory article in Performance 31.
Ultimately, however we are
responsible for the condition I am
trying to describe. We have allowed

EVEN
THE
PAST
ELUDED
ME
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our organism to weaken so that it
becomes susceptible to the insidious,
wasting infection. Nobody is going to
help us, our extinction would, in fact,
be convenient to a number of
interests. We are an endangered
species beyond the scope of any
conservationists.

Artaud ... is a purgative
that muse be re-applied
Twenty years ago I read Artaud's
'The Theatre and its Double', more
out of a fascination with madmen
than in theatre , and was intoxicated
and transformed by the extraordinary
scourging blast of his pronouncements. These days Artaud is never
mentioned in performing circles, and
there is a feeling that his
prescriptions have been applied and
taken to the limit of their useful life.
If this is the case, it points to a
complacency that is one of the
symptoms of a wasting disease .
Artaud, back in the 30's and early
40's was addressing his rage to the
truly fossilised body of Fench
classical theatre - he was attacking
the mainstream of his culture.
Reading him in 1984 I am convinced
that he is a purgative that must be
re-applied, not just to the British
mainstream, but to the alternative
sector. In his essay 'The Theatre and
the Plague' he uses the metaphor of
a disease to great effect:
If the essential theatre is like the
plague, it is not because it is
contagious, but because like the
plague it is the revelation, the
bringing forth, the exteriorisation of
a depth of latent cruelty by means of
which all the perverse possibilities of
the mind, whether of an individual or
a people, are localised.
Artaud sees the plague as a
fearsome force which has valuable
effects . The kind of infection I am
referring to is merely debilitating, it
brings no revelation or new forms in
its wake . This stultified condition is
again described by Artaud in the
same essay:
The contemporary theatre is
decadent because it has lost the
feeling on the one hand for
seriousness and on the other for
laughter: because it has broken away
from gravity, from effects that are
immediate and painful - in a word,
from Danger.
It has lost a sense of real humour , a
sense of laughter's power of physical
and anarchic dissociation.
It has broken away from the spirit of
profound anarchy which is at the
root of all poetry.

... the poetry of the
cadaver. the imagined
fullness of the bewitched, the
bereaved, the disconnected,
the romance of the
cigarette, the langour of
the smoke plume . ..
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Artaud was talking about the
bourgeois theatre of his time, but his
observations are absolutely
applicable to the state of affairs in
British alternative performance. The
reason the punters are staying at
home in droves is because they have
sussed that they're not going to have
a good evening out any more.
They've seen a few shows at the ICA,
maybe, and have realised that the
same things are happening, or not
happening, each time. They've
noticed that shows 1 and 2 by
Company A are much the same, and
even that shows by companies B and
C have great areas of overlap and
similarity, both in execution and
mood. And it's not as if this mood is
particularly uplifting . More often than
not it's just plain dull. The punters
have my full sympathy. Why bother
to go to the alternative theatre when
the work is dull, vapid, superficial,
decorative, comfortable, polite,
repetit ious, humourless, fashionable,
nostalgic, twee, opaque , unresolved,
un-thought through , uneventful,
banal, undeveloping , soporific,
narcissistic, mournful, melancholic,
angst-ridden, riddled with barely
realised but imposs ible yearnings,
trapped in impossible pasts,
languishing in fairy -tales that have
no resonance , sodden with the
gloom of orphans, the downcast
inwardness of the cause without a
rebel, the secret addiction to the
fireside, the slippers , the snow
scenes on Christmas cards, the 60's,
the 50's, the 40's, the 30's,
Edwardiana, Victoriana, the age of
manners, decorum, starched linen,
stiff clothing, crinolines, lace, dinner
suits, evening dress , morning suits,
mourning women, pale faces, the
poetry of the cadaver , the imagined
fullness of the bewitched, the
bereaved , the disconnected, the
romance of the cigarette, the langour
of the smoke plume, the moustache,
the white shoes , the romance of the
hat, the hat brim, the coat collar, the
cigarette lighter, he who lights the
cigarette for her, her enigma, her
sadness, her imagined fullness, her
inability to cry, to speak, to smile, to
run , to dance, his turbulence, his
yearning, his mackintosh, his polish,
his grooming, his dash , his flash, his
cash, his separation from now , her
absence from now, the warmth of
then, the past as pasty , chocolate
cake or pie, the past as not present,
as wonderland, as lost magic, as the
time when all was slow, slow
cigarette smoke, slow high heels,
slow mackintosh, slow enigma, slow
face, slow feeling , the past of little
toys, little boxes, little pictures, little
nice past things, the past movies ,
whose perfect lighting, perfect
costumes, perfect strengths, perfect
weaknesses, the movies whose
world smothers our face like the
creature in 'Alien', the movies that

are only visible in dark rooms where
nothing happens to the body, dark
rooms a bit like the past, a bit like
the night before Christmas, dark
rooms where wounds are anointed,
mother's songs are heard so clearly,
seaside holidays are revealed in a
grain of sand, cricket is played on
emerald turves, Victorians explode
silently in the thickness of their
trousers, and so forth and so on. It's
a catalogue.

There are interesting
parallels between the
heroin experience and
the state of mind that
seems to pervade an
evening in the modem
theatre.
I propose a Unit of Ordinariness, to
be called the Ordine. Something that
is very Ordinary will have a high
Ordine rating, maybe 80 out of 100,
where 100 is a measure of complete
Ordinariness such as the back of the
hand, Michael Aspel or 'Stop it, I like
itl' A low Ordine rating indicates that
the thing has the power to draw
thought towards it , to modify
existing patterns of thinking.
The items in that catalogue can be
seen as Ordine clusters, small
configurations of predictability of
familiarity that coalesce in
permutations to inform the
substance of much of British
alternative performance. Everyday
life, perforce, alas, has a very high
Ordine rating indeed . A numbing and
befogging luxuriance of ordines ,
clustering around our raw experience
receptors like molecules of heroin.
There are interesting parallels
between the heroin experience and
the state of mind that seems to
pervade an evening in the modern
theatre.
This extract from the journals of a
friend who flirted with junk back in
the sixties seems to dep ict certain
awful pleasures very clearly. The
writer describes his first intravenous
experience:
V slid the needle quite expertly while
I watched for the air bubble that
could waste a promising young life
in an instant. Seconds later I was
engulfed by great waves of oceanic
and orgasmic pleasure coursing from
my toetips to the roots of my hair . I
glanced at the standard lamp whose
stem was undulating as if glimpsed
at the bottom of a rock pool.
V said 'That's the flash. Sometimes
people want to throw up, but it can
be very nice as long as you do it in
the sink '. The flash went on for about
ten minutes , succeeding by feeling of
enormous bodily well-being, like the
tingling from a cold shower after a
sauna, magnified a hundred times.
We walked down to the river and
watched the boats go by. I was
sweating all over, but entirely 1111>
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engrossed in the celebrations being
held in every cell of my body. V said
'I must split'.
I went to the baker's to get a
doughnut. The shop was thronged
with old ladies making cake
decisions. My patience was infinite,
no hurry at all. The present moment
was ineffably perfect, nothing could
puncture it, no one could move me
in any direction.
Back in my room I lay on the bed
with the windows open . Boats and
ducks splashed past. The sounds of
tourists struggling with paddles. It all
receded to a comfortable distant
horizon. I turned the radio on. A
wallpaper of noise formed a drum
around the bed. I lay absolutely still
for hour a~er hour. Deep, deep calm.
Not a single anxious thought broke
the surface of my event-free lake of
contentment. From time to time the
word 'Sweden' drifted across the
front of my mind . Not a muscle
moved, other than the essential work
of heart and lungs. Nothing to do
with sleep. No dreams. No images.
Just peace, quiet, calm. Unafraid,
could handle anything, preferably at
my bedside but would fact the world
unblinkingly if pressed . Every cell
coated with adequacy . Every organ
stroked by mother's hands . Languid,
clean, still . [The Journals of W.A.
1963)
Heroin is the Ordine made phantom
flesh par excellence. Boredom
transmogrified into an exquisite, chill
caress, the absolute essence of
everyday life's multifaceted tranceinducing ordinariness. But in
bestowing immense and Arctic
capacities of cool, heroin is merely

extreme. Confusions of temperature
can be seen throughout our culture
in less dramatic but more pervasive
forms. The iceman cometh in
mysterious ways, dealing his enticing
numbnesses in so many shapes and
sizes that we are overwhelmed by
cool from an early age. I'm talking
about cool - the mastery of nonexpression, cool - the insulator of
social terror, cool - the pretender to
the throne of wisdom and
experience. Cool the impeder of
input, the prophylact ic for the
afflict ion of choice. We 'r e all cursed
with th is radioactive snow from Day
One .

Would / never wear dark
glasses for long periods?
Back in 1964 my parents went to
Australia for six months and all the
beatniks moved into their house with
me . Down from Edinburgh came
Bruce, who divulged nothing of his
past. He wore dark clothes and dark
glasses. He never removed the
glasses once in the week that he was
crashing in the lounge . His speech
was slowing and measured , with a
slight mid-Atlantic accent. His smiles
were wry, his laughter laconic. He
was not unpleasant, not unamusing .
My friend Paul thought he was a
poseur and used to rib him about the
shades. I nurtured a secret envy for
the fact that Bruce had bravely
decided to give in to his terror of eye
to eye confrontation. What a luxury
never to have to be seen by the
devouring eyes of the world! All the
tiny fibrillations of fear in the
muscles surrounding the eye need
never be detected . All you have to
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control is the face beneath the rim of
the glasses - a relatively easy task.
Would / ever wear dark glasses for
long periods? To be sure, I could
wear them for an hour down by the
river where the other beat boys and
g irl s hung out, but I would begin to
hunger for daylight and the need to
see clearly. My father had told me
that they would eventually weaken
the eyes until darker and darker
lenses were required, but the real
reason for my being something of a
letdown to the burgeoning Bohemian
movement was my fear of greed . I
was greedy for that insulation from
the gaze. If I indulged it for more
than an hour a day it would
overwhelm me, I wou ld become
addicted, one step away from the
lady who stood outside the Kenya
Coffee House all day long with a
shopping bag over her head,
emitting growls of terror .

Our theatre is without
humour; dull, lifeless
hares raid the cabbage
patch.
Problems of coolness, that is,
problems relating to the concealment
of signs of inner life, are popularly
supposed to be problems of
adolescence, like the travails of a
twenty year old recorded above . As
adults we feel we have sorted out
how and what we reveal and conceal
in our daily lives, how to create, in
fact, an 'adult life'. But our dreams
and our art give the lie to these
steely sculptures that are our adult
personas. Contemporary alternative
performance is shot through and
through with strains of adolescent
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coolness. An unresonant yet hollow
coolness. Certainly not the coolness
of Buddha or Ken Livingstone, but
more in the style of Clint Eastwood
or perhaps Spandau Ballet. Beneath
the serenely dead-eyed face the
adolescent conceals a number of
passions and further personas. The
persona of the child exerts an
indecent leverage on adolescents
and adults and institutions alike, but
does this mean that we are all just
naughty children, still trying to kill
the fathers? Freud, in his essay
'Mourning and Melancholia', states
that one of the distinguishing mental
features of melancholia is 'a
delusional expectation of punishment'. The fact that new forms of
theatre will be punished in various
ways does not constitute an excuse
for succumbing to child-like attitudes
or melancholia. The tongue-tied child
lurks unacknowledged in the wings
in too many performances, leeching
their vitality, casting his mesmeric,
slow spells over them like fairy dust
from the wand of Tinkerbell, right
hand women of the boy who wanted
never to grow up. The child craves
sweets to balance his bitterness, he
craves the past with an impossible
aching, he wants to be buried alive
in the movies, a juvenile lead in a
Poe B-picture.
The adult denies the adolescent, the
adolescent denies the child, the child
denies the infant. Everywhere is
melancholy. Our theatre is without
humour; dull, lifeless hares raid the
cabbage patch. Our theatre is
depressed, it needs a cure. Freud
again, from 'Mourning and
Melancholia' The distinguishing mental features of
melancholia are a profoundly painful
dejection, cessation of interest in the
outside world, loss of the capacity to
love, inhibition of all activity, and a
lowering of the self-regarding
feelings to a degree that finds
utterance in self-reproaches and selfrevilings , and culminates in a
delusional expectation of
punishment.
Melancholia may be the reaction to
the loss of a loved object . . . The
object has not perhaps.actually died
but has been lost as an object of
love, e.g. a betrothed girl who has
been jilted . .. In other cases a loss
of this kind appears to have
occurred , but one cannot see clearly
what it is that has been lost, and it is
all the more reasonable to suppose
that the patient cannot consciously
perceive what he has lost either .
In the broadest terms , if we are
attempting to refer this material to
theatre , one could say that what has
been lost is a ready access to the
profound forces that dr ive us at our
innermost level , and which also drive
the world in patterns that are both
orderly and deranged . Our culture
marginalises every single person in it
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- it is our responsibility to articulate
our sense of loss, not succumb to it.
Where has it all gone, the
articulateness, and the refusal? Freud
develops his theme as follows:
One cannot avoid the impression
that the most violent of the
melancho/ic's many and various selfaccusations are hardly at all
applicable to the patient himself, but
that they do fit someone else,
someone whom the patient loves or
has loved or should love .
Referring back to the theatre again
we have a theatre that is consuming
itself rather than the purloiners of its
vitality . A theatre that has lost the
ability to radiate anger, the ability to
retaliate against the society that
orphaned it, but instead stupefies
itself with an inturned anger that is
only conscipuous by its puzzling
absence at the surface .
The psychoanalyst John Bowlby , in
his essay 'Childhood and Mourning' ,
describes a patient of one of his
colleagues:

'he used to leave his
bedroom door open in
the hope that a large dog
would come to him, be
very king to him, and
fulfull all his wishes.
He showed complete blocking of
affect, without the slightest insight
. .. He had no love relationships, no
friendships, no real interests of any
sort. To all kinds of experience he
showed the same dull and apathetic
reaction . There was no endeavour
and no disappointment. There were
no reactions of grief at the loss of
individuals near to him , no
unfr iendly feelings and no aggressive
impulses.
All this, to me, sounds sadly
reminiscent of a nigh t out with
British alternati ~e theatre. Bowlby
goes on to descripe one of the
compensatory devices that was
unearthed in the patient's childhood .
After his mother died when he was
five , in later childho ~d, ' he used to
leave his bedroom door open in the
hope that a large dog would come to
him , be very kind to him, and fulfil
all his wishes' .

This reminds me forcefully of the
nostalgia and sentimentality with
which so much Slow Theatre is
sodden. The large dog represented
the patient's mother but the patient
did not realise this. It is important to
realise that the patient repeatedly
and regularly fantasised this image.
To the casual listener it might sound
a rather pleasing image - the sort of
thing that one would like to see in
one of these shows they put on at
the ICA. But what if the same image,
or one very like it, appeared in a
succession of shows, what if there
was a large dog in shows by several
different companies? What if the
image of the dog initially had some
resonance, but this resonance was
never extended or examined or fully
excavated? What if the dog became a
merely decorative and almost
arbitrary feature of a landscape
cluttered with other unresolved
images all of which evoked
impossible yearn ings in a show that
was not even about impossible
yearning?
Our theatre cowers in a cloud of
unknowing and unseeing, cocooned
in a subtextless world of fetishised
things . Meanwhile the ground itself
is crumbling beneath its feet, as the
abyss inches towards it. Not suicide
but enfulgment will be its fate. The
cliffs come to visit Mohammed .
Undoubtedly there is, in all of us, an
unreasonable fear of falling. The fear
may be fairly unconscious however.
Its immediate effect is to stop us
taking risks. But, of course, we must
take risks.
Karl Abraham observed that 'in the
last resort melancholic depression is
derived from disagreeable
exper iences in the chi ldhood of the
patient'. John Bow lby goes on to
suggest, in connect ion with the
pat ient who fantas ised the large dog,
that 'the task of treatment is to help
the patient to recover his latent
long ing for his lost mother and his
latent anger with her for deserting
him '. Yearning and ange r are to be
recovered from muted obscur ity , and
the objects of those passions are to
be recognised. This would seem to
be a fair prescript ion for averting the
slow , somnolent decay of British ..,.
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experimental performance.
Artaud, who was hitting the nail on
the head in 1932, who loved the
Marx Brothers, and who died two
years after his nine years of
incarceration and ECT in the asylum
at Rodez, puts the case succinctly
enough.
An idea of the theatre has been lost.
And as long as the theatre limits
itself to showing us intimate scenes
from the lives of a few puppets ,
transforming the public into Peeping
Toms, it is no wonder that elite
abandon it and the great public looks
to the movies, the music hall or the
circus for violent satisfaction, whose
intentions do not deceive them.
At the point of deterioration which
our sensibility has reached , it is
certain that we need above all a
theatre what wakes us up : nerves
and heart.
Everything that acts is a cruelty. It is
upon this idea of extreme action ,
pushed beyond all limits, that theatre
must be rebuilt.
The theatre must give us everything
tha t is in crime , love , war , or
madness , if it wants to recover its
necessity .
Humour as Destruction can serve to
recon cile the corrosive nature of
laughter to the habits of reason .
The theatre will never find itself
again except by furnishing the
spectator with the truthful

precipitates of dreams , in which his
taste for crime, his erotic obsessions ,
his savagery, his chimeras , his
utopian sense of life and matter ,
even his cannibalism, pour out, on a
level not countefeit and ii/ usory, but
interior.
If the theatre, like dreams , is bloody
and inhuman, it is, more than just
that, to manifest and unforgettably
root within us the idea of a perpetual
conflict , a spasm in which life is
cont inually lacerated, in wh ich
everything in creation rises up and
exerts itself against our appo inted
rank.
In order to understand the powerful,
total , definitive, absolute originality
of films like 'Animal Crackers ', you
would have to add to humour the
notion someth ing disqu ieting and
tragic, a fatality which would hove r
over it like the cast of an appalling
malady upon an exquisitely beautiful
profile .

I'm very angry about it.
What has happened to
the spark, where are the
best minds of mine and
subsequent generations?
Themes of mourning or repressed
passion are fine mater ial for theatre ,
but if these themes are not
recognised and exam ined they will
exert a depressing fo rce on the vital
energies of the whole work . Th is is
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realised in a pervasion of dense and
impenetr able mo ods which strip real
enigma of its power so that it
becomes merely a symbol of content
by means of which nothing is
revealed. Worthwhile topics are thus
reduced to serving a mask function,
in which condition they act as
magnets for the pernicious Ordine
Clusters.
Beneath the symptoms of mourning,
beneath the mourning itself, lie
force s of imme nse power, the most
potent of which is anger. This anger
is precisely the element required to
de- bour geoi sify our alternative
th eatre and arrest its descent into
St even Spielberg easy watching
fairytale and spectacle. The failure to
engage w ith th ese forc es has
pro duced w or k of a defensively
po nde rou s solemn ity. Humou r has
been banished, its pow er to link
ta boo areas unex pectedly has been
lost; instead we have a t heat re of
rev erence, relig ioisity and log ic. I
wan t a theatre of anger , hu mou r and
in dulgen ce.
I har dly ever expect or get a good
ti me in the theatre these days . I onl y
go out of a sense of duty , research
and a t iny, gutter ing flame of
op ti m ism . I an very bo red and very
sad about it . I' m very angry about it .
Wha t has happened to the spar k,
where are the best minds of mi ne
and subsequent generat ions? I' m
forty years old and I see people ten,
fifteen years younger than me
behaving li ke old men and women ,
broken by a lifetime of serv itude.
Where have all the young men and
wo m en gone? Whe re have elast icity ,
danger and daring gone? Has all the
energy been sucked into a black hole
whose density is so great that even
light can no longer escape from it?
Has t heatre become a collaps ing star
fuelled w ith all the quashed refusals
of countless people who could at
least have kicked the great beast that
gives you Indiana Jones for a pint of
blood, Boy George fo r you r
obed ience, and Shirley Wi ll iams fo r
your sou l? I'm talking about a cri sis,
not just a passing phase , but an
infect ion that shows every sign of
becom ing terminal. The prospec t is
appa ll ing.•
Notes:
Antonin Artaud: The Theatre and its
Double, Grove Press, (1958). Quotes
from Preface, The Theatre and the
Plague, Metaphysics and the Mise en
Scene, The Theatre and Cruelty , The
Marx Brothers, Letters.
Sigmund Freud : Mourning and
Melancholia (1915). Standard Edn.
n14, pp 237-58.
John Bowlby : Childhood Mourning
and Psychiatric Illness (1961) , from
'The Predicament of the Family ' Ed.
P. Lomas, The Internationa l
Psychoanalytical Library No. 71.
John Ashford : Mad Dogs and
Englishmen. Peformance, 31, (1984) .
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Theautumnseasonat the ICAtheatrewasnot onlyone of the mostprovorative
butit was alsothe
last to be organisedbyJohnAshfonl,who as TheatreDirectorfor the last six years,articulated
and developedhis 'Theatrenot Plays'policy.Thispolicy,whichwas originallycontroversial,has
in recentmonthsbeen accusedof being myopic,includingsome criticismfromthis magazine.
ROGERS
to reflecton the currentstate of this
This then seemed an appropriatetime for STEVE
particular'performance'branchof currenttheatrepractice,as representedby the ICAautumn
season.

GESAMTKUNSTWERK
John Ashford, I am sure, has a
lifelong sentence to go on supporting
this area of work and I eargerly await
the next manifestation of his
committment. So this is not then
intended as an obituary. (The
mysterious, mangled bicycle
discovered in the bushes with
strange tape recordings as
exclusively reported in Performance
was not, as was feared, that of
Ashford.) Yet it is only right to record
here the enormous debt owed to him
by the many artists he has helped
and the audiences, myself included,
that he has taken great pains to
encourage during his time at the ICA.
The autumn season consisted of
Parasite Structures by Hidden Grin
with sculpture by Dennis Masi;
Brightside by Lumiere & Son; and
The Carrier Frequency by Impact
Theatre Co-op with novelist, Russell
Hoban. The season was introduced
in a specially produced broadsheet
entitled 'Avant Event Sure Draw' and
each production was accompanied
by a public discussion at which the
companies, as well as other artists
and critics discussed the works. In
the broadsheet John Ashford wrote
'Each (of the three companies)
exemplifies an approach to a notion
which has been central to the ICA
theatre policy over the last four
years: to emphasise that area of
theatre wherein its essential
collaborative disciplines of
performance, text, choreography,
design and music can meet afresh as
equals'. - and later - 'Do not
expect tidy stories, for whatever
more traditional forms of theatre
would have you believe, life is not
made up of tidy stories, Expect to
confront your dreams, for we all
have dreams. No, no-one is planning
to fly; but acts of the imagination
will be attempted which transcend
daily reality, acts which speak with
the truth of poetry'. To what extent
were these aims and criteria realised
in the autumn season, and how
adequate are they as a basis for an
experimental theatre in the late
1980s?
Lumiere & Son are, at the age of 11
years, the senior citizens of the three
companies. They are also an
extremely prolific company.
Brightside displayed all the skills
learnt over those prolific 11 years. It
was without a doubt one of the most
immaculate and seamless
realisations of the criterion of

OR

Impact Theatre in the Carrier Frequency.

Photo: Matthew Davison
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harmonizing the elements of music,
dance, text, performance and design .
It was also the quintessential
Lumiere show. It concerns a dancer,
who in preparing for an important
debut finds herself confounded by
the betrayals of the people whom
she most relies on for support: her
teacher; her accompanist; her
designer; and worst of all, her
impressario boyfriend . It is a classic
Lumiere scenario which reveals the
vile underbelly of a society based on
hypocrisy and deceit. It is structured
schematically and peopled by
pantomime charactures. It is
whipped along at the pace of farce
by a typically maniacal text from
David Gale, and directed with finesse
by Hilary Westlake . It has pace, some
great jokes, a seductive visual
presence, evocative music, precise
and energetic performances, and an
accessible content. All of which make
it a very appealing show.
But, there was something
fundamental missing from
Brightside. I always leave a Lumiere
show with a sense of unease, as I am
intended to. But this time these
Fellini-esque grotesques failed to
transcend daily reality. I could not
find it in myself to care too much
about the fate of the dancer, either
as character or as metaphor of the
artist and the creative process. It is a
romantic view of the artist in a
philistine world and it does nothing
more than complain. It offered no
new insights and instead of
transcending, it merely reclothed
daily reality, in a dazzling new
sensory wardrobe. The harmonizing
of essential collaborative elements
should not only restore magic to the
theatre but should also reveal an
alternative vision. What use then is a
theatre which invents a new
language to say the same old things?
At the forum discussion both David
Gale and Hilary Westlake agreed,
almost proudly, that they weren't in
the slightest bit concerned about
accessibility. Perhaps inaccessibility
has been used in the past as a
disguise rather than a provocation ?
By comparison there was an almost
inarticulate honesty about Parasite
Structures. Hidden Grin's Passionate
str ivi ng for a theatrical articulat ion of
a clear vision made Brightside look
like slick, but nonetheless empty,
trickery. The collaboration between
Hidden Grin and sculpture, Dennis
Masi moved me to great anger.
Masi's installation /sculptures
primarily concern the clinical
laboratories of animal
experimentation as a metaphor of
our own society in which the
manager /bureaucrat is the
vivisectionist of human lives and
communities . It is a clean, smooth,
minimal world in which passions,
individuality and faith have no place.
It is a world geared exclusively to the
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goals of scientific and economic
progress . Yet the manipulators are
also human and are subject to the
same processes. So there is the
paradox, and there was the
insuperable problem of Parasite
Structures. It is a fearful paradox
inherent in a world were technology
has raced ahead leaving ethics
staggering far behind.
The translations of this vision onto
the stage succeeded in recreating
human society as a clinical
laboratory . A clean white space, in
which the action is dictated by the
voice of the company director who is
present on stage throughout, and by
the performers own sense of how
they should behave. They move
through three environments, the
gymnasium, the laboratory, the
compound, all of which demand a
purposeful, goal-oriented pattern of
behaviour. Even our most intimate
and dark fears and anxiety are
treated as so much scientific data.
Any deviations from the fixed
patterns are corrected either by
external control or by the group
itself. These deviations and the final
projected images of animals in
laboratories provide the insights into
the real nature of this world. The
problem came with the attempt to be
true to the paradox. The success of
which depends on the seductive and
appealing presentation of the cool
laboratory environment which gives
a sensory disguise to its real
purpose. The deviations from norm
are generally mild and the correction
is generally cool, simple and equally
mild. In being true to the nature of
the paradox they failed to create a
theatre strong enough to move. As
theatre, the clean white set and
regim ented actions are soothing,
even mesmeric, which is the point of
the piece, but, as someone
commented at the forum discussion,
you don't make theatre about
boredom by making boring theatre .
Parasite Structures was not boring it was just not theatrical enough to
make its points strongly enough. I
would have prefered the animal
laboratory metaphor to have been
used more extensively . In the
laboratory the cool environment
makes the most poingnant contrast
with the nauseating smells of
chemicals and animal fear, and with
the appalling screams from the
tortured beasts. In Parasite
Structures there were no smells and
now howls of pain and fear.
However, despite this failure to find
an engaging theatrical metaphor for
the paradox present, it was theatre
with a vision. It attempted to
confront and reveal, 'with the truth of
poetry'. It too aspired to a harmony
of its essential elements. It achieved
this with less success than
Brightside, but unlike Brightside the
harmony was vital to the revelation
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of the vision. I am sorry that Parasite
Structures failed, but it was an
honest failure and it certainly was
testament to the power of a total
theatre to confront issues large than
'tidy stories' or ordinary reality.
The final event of the season was
The Carrier Frequency, Impact
Theatre's collaboration with Russell
Hoban . I am generally in awe of the
power, passion and theatrical
dexterity of Impact Theatre. Yet in
the past I have always been
perplexed by an indefinable quality
about their work which I have
thought of as a kind of naivety. I now
feel I understand what this quality
really is. It is a striving for a pure
theatre . The collaboration between
Impact and Russell Hoban is a logical
one. Both are concerned with a
visionary reality in which language,
and even the lack of language, are
more important as texture than as
primary medium . Impact have
produced shows in cod-German, cod French and the argot of a dead
subculture, and Russell Hoban has
invented new languages. They all
rely on sound values to
communicate feelings and textures
rather than using words as signs .
Reading a book like Pilgermann gives
a direct experience of the reality
behind the mirror, the truth of
poetry, rather than a description of it.
As Russell Hoban wrote in the last
issue of Performance, The Carrier
Frequency is not about something, it
is something. A substantial claim,
but not an unfounded one. The
Carrier Frequency is not about
another world, it is another world. It
successfully brings together, 'afresh
as equals', text, music, design,
performance and choreography in
the service of a greater goal, the
creation of a pure theatre in which
the only reality is what is happening
on the stage. What you see is real,
actually happening, and not a
representation, a reflection or a
recreation of some other world, real
or imagined, outside the theatre. It
all takes place in real time, it does
not condense, fold or cut time. It all
takes place in real space, it does not
suggest or imitate any other space. It
is performed in a physical and oral
language which has no existence
outside the theatre.
When John Ashford wrote about
'acts of the imagination', 'which
transcend daily reality', 'which speak
with the truth of poetry', he had The
Carrier Fr~quency in mind. In theatre
such as this it would not be
unreasonabl .e or surprising to see
people fly.
What the ICA autumn season
demonstrates most clearly that a
harmony of 'essential collaborative
elements' alone is not enough . It is
all too easy to be seduced by the
sensory pleasures of th is total
theatre, without regard for the
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TheSIOrY SOf ar:

Afterhal'ingperformedat the Biennaleof Sydney in April,
1982, ANTHONY
HOWELL
, of the Britishperformancecompany The Theatreof Mistak
es, was
imited to Perth, WesternAustralia
, by theartorganisationPraxis. FromPerth, an expeditionwas
set up to go out to the drylakes of the goldfieldsto reseaffh the largest available performance
ed withPraxisin creating a team of
spaces in the region.Anothergroup, MediaSpace, collaborat
ry, Martin Davis, LynHallida
y, Pamela C.
six performersin additionto Howell:Patsy Bradbu
Kleeman, Lindsay Parkhilland AllanV"tzent
s. Howell decided to keep a log of the expedition.

IPERPORMANCE

LAND

ART

SUNDAY,MAY23DAY1
Allan and I get up at 9 a.m. to collect our Budget Bus
by 9.30. We drive out along the airport road to the
Budget depot. There are no hitches - the bus looks
roomy and clean; it's a 12-seater, so we should have
the space to stretch out. Allan drives it back to Media
Space while I follow in his battered white 'chook
waggon' of a Holden. We start packing provisions and
sleeping gear . I argue for an embarrassment of blankets where sleeping gear is concerned - the desert
can get terribly cold at night : better to carry more than
we need than to squabble over who's got what. We
make a list of everything under the sun - including
compasses, toilet paper, zoom lenses - and decide
to look at our list in Kalgoorlie tomorrow morning,
when the full team will have assembled with all the
gear from all possible sources. Kalgoorlie will be our
last large town before we turn off the bitumen roads
in search of the largest flat area in the Goldfields. It's
there that we'll have to pick up the gas-lamps we still
need if we wish to take extended time, open shutter
shots of Active Circles being performed at night; the
shots we hope will convey our circling - ordinary
daylight stills come out as little dots lost in a field and
convey nothing. So we plan to try it with five portable
gas-lamps. Three which we've already got. Otherwise, we 've chatted about documenting our preparations and our trip out to the salt lakes - Marmion ,
Goongarrie and Yindarlgooda - but performing in a
privacy uninterrupted by either still camera or portapack. Performance, after all, is its actions, not its
documentation.
In the afternoon I sit re-reading the instructions for
Active Circles. It's a performance The Theatre of Mis takes abandoned in 1977 because the company
could't find a flat space in England large enough for it.
It's like a game really , the performers forming two
radii of a circle which can accelerate towards the
centre or towards the perimeter - and when both
radii form a single straight line , a new, larger circle
can be started, with either end of the line-out as its
pivot. That's the basic idea -which leads to ramifications too complex to go into here. In the long, hot
summer of 1977 we did perform it on Hartley Wintney
village-green, which has a sizeable cricket-pitch, as a
dance to bring down the rain - or so we told the
press! It had to be abandoned after 9 hours though,
because performers were beginning to circumnavigate the village during their circling - thus losing
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sight of each other. However, as we packed it in, the
first drops of rain fell-as the Southern Evening Echo
duly noted - though the R.A.F Met. office claimed,
post hoe, that they knew all along the weather was
about to change. That was the last performance until
now. As I glance through the instructions I see quite a
few details which date the piece - obsession with
extrinsic details, clumsy use of walking backwards,
somewhat pretentious choice of the pronouns for
signals. I change some of the instructions. Somebody
phones. We're a woman short- and my notes specifically state that the ratio of sexes in the performance
should always be N: N+ 1 (that is, one more man than
there are women, or vice versa). So Allan rings round
frantically in search of one more woman. If we take
seven people out into the desert and perform Active
Circles as a five performer piece, then we can count
on two reserve players at all times, ensuring that
everybody gets a two hour break- but if we've only
two women that'll mean that the girls never get a
break. Finally somebody somewhere in Perth says
Yes, she'll bring a sleeping bag, warm clothing etc
and meet us at Media Space at 7 p.m.
The afternoon goes slowly. Allan and I have loaded all
our equipment into the bus. We sit watching the 6
o'clock news. Patsy arrives. Then Pam. But we give up
on Martin, Lindsay and Lyn-from
Praxis, in Fremantie, several miles away - and take off to Fast Eddy's
for a last hamburger, T-bone or plate of chips. After
all, we may not be eating much besides dried lizard
for the next few days.
The Praxis crowd join us a few minutes after our
return to Media Space. They're loaded with tents,
sleeping gear, provisions; but Martin packs energetically, and we're off at about 9 p.m. - hoping to reach
Boulder, near Kalgoorlie, by 4 or 5 in the morning.
Out past the airport again, and then on, and on, five or
six hundred ks- negotiating a few low hills, and then
the flatness of the wheat belt; ghostly eucalypts;
wattles looming out of the red darkness on either side
of the practically always dead straight road. Everything more red and green than usual because of the
recent late autumn rains-which
worry us quite a bit
because we'd hate to find our salt lakes filled up with
water by the time we get to them. On one side of the
road, the pipeline carrying water to the goldfields
from the hills accompanies us- its engineer committed suicide when the pipe was completed, because
the water arrived in Kalgoorlie a few hours later than
expected. The miles of pipeline travel along beside
us, meeting as we do the freight train rushing along
towards us which takes over thirty seconds to pass,
although we're travelling at 120 ks per hour! A ghost
train in the darkness. A road broken only by railwaycrossings, corpses of kangaroos - notorious jaywalkers - rare truck-stops and filling stations, and
the odd town - Southern Cross, Coolgardie- towns
which are one enormously wide main street, hotels of
corrugated iron with wooden pilasters in a row along
their verandahs, the offices of mining companies, an
occasional ultra-modern motel.
We pull in for petrol, and take coffee atYellowdinein a cafe where a tame wallaby eats the stubs out of
the spitoon while his partner, a massive alsatian,
snores by the fire. Above the counter hang dishcloths
decorated with Aboriginal scenes: local sacred sites
and painted caves. The cafe itself is a sort of painted
cave; with murals of Captain Cook, dancing Aborigin-
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als, blacks (or maybe sunburnt convicts) being flogged - the tribal history of an Australian truck-stop:
one entire wall covered with visitors' business cards
- real estate, insurance, topless dancers, Praxis Art
- everyone passing through. Outside, the bullfrogs
chant through the light drizzle, and an enourmous
moth the colour of the dirt crawls blearily towards the
light of the petrol pumps.
We pile back in. Drivers change. I doze and wake up
again, change seats, stare at the ever vanishing, ever
approaching,
sleek, black tape of bitumen eucalypts like burnished bronze in the headlamps;
giving way to low shrub. We pull into Boulder and
knock on Andrew's door at about 5 a.m. - Andrew
and Diana are English friends of an English friend in
Perth. They've been out here prospecting, and live
within a mile of the Golden Mile Mine - the richest
goldmine in history; once abandoned, but now being
reworked. Diana lets us in and we collapse- on beds,
floors, sofas, anywhere.
A child starts coughing in the night.

An Audible Line: Left
to right,Anthony,
Patsy, Martin,
Pam.

MONDAY,
MAY24DAY2
Between 8.30 and 9 in the morning we struggle awake
and sip tea. Andrew shows us a nugget of gold
flecked with iron ore which he found during his days
of serious 'fossecking'. He keeps it in a battered
matchbox. He and Diana live in a dilapidated shack of
a house, albeit with a pretty enough verandah. It's
quite ramshackle inside as well-stuffing
coming out
of the chairs, the walls much as they found them
when they moved in, except for their daughter's
paintings - odd wall-papers, hardboard, unfinished
paint-jobs. There's something rickety about the
whole of Boulder anyway. Prospectors don't seem to
care much for material niceties - they're too busy
playing the desert's version of 'Lotto'.
Andrew lends us geological maps, a shovel, a prospecting pan, two fine compasses, and advises us
against getting lost. We drive off to Kalgoorlie, where
I sit in a cafe, writing up the log, while the others grab
more breakfast and then hunt up the equipment and
provisions we still need: two more lamps with gas
cannisters, eggs, chops, powdered milk and so on. By
11.30, we're heading towards Menzies - a desert
town with dry lakes in all directions. The shimmering
surface of the dead straight road is often only one
lane wide, which means that drivers play chicken with
approaching cars or trucks, until one or both drive left
hand wheels onto the red dirt shoulder,- a wide area
on either side of the road, bordered by a wire fence
most of the time, either denoting the edge of 'station'
properties or simply to keep the 'roos' off the road though apparently these have no trouble jumping the
fences if they see you coming and feel like committing suicide. Beyond the fence, redgums, scrub, abandoned cars, outcrops, mines - and the occasional
corrugated lean to supported by a caravan surrounded by typically Australian junk.
Even though it's basically a single lane road, widening only on the brows of the hills, there's so little
traffic that the ks fly by and we overshoot our first
target - Lake Goongarrie, a relatively small lake
between Kalgoorlie and Menzies - and we have to
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double back. Our maps are either too sketchy to be of
much use, or they ' re too detailed to be read simply.
Anyway, we catch sight of Goongarrie from the road,
and pull off to take a look at it . It's enormous - and
would give us a performance circle of about 3 ks in
diameter. It's not covered in salt . An endless stretch of
flat red earth. It's horizon is a mirage. The arms of the
lake vanish as they try to encircle it, and the vast table
ultimately becomes the sky. Given the rain holds off,
this would be an almost perfect site for Active Circles
- but it's decided that we press on and look at Lake
Marmion before starting to play, in case it's even
better - it's certainly going to be bigger; allowing a
10 or 11 k diameter circle of utterly flat ground,
according to our maps - an inconceivably large
arena. So we pile back into the bus and drive on.
40 ks beyond Menzies, we find Jeedamya and pull off
onto a red dirt road towards Lake Marmion. Our
destination is still some 45 ks further on, but there's a
ghost town marked on the map- Kookynie- about
14 ks out of our way, so we head for that as an
interesting lunch stop. As we drive, we not ice how the
water from the recent rains is pouring off the .bush
and along the road. The sky glitters . The bush is
awash, but the water never seems to sink into the
hard red ground- instead, it slides over it, like liquid
split on linoleum. Now we find ourselves careering
through flash -flooding brooks: one has to accelerate
to get through these - orange spray exploding
around us, detonated by our impact. A lorry passes
us, axle-deep in red mud. Eventually we find outselves travelling down a river; a river which flows up
to the front verandah of the pub in Kookynie - the
only building still occupied.
Conservationists may worry about man destroying
nature. Kookynie is proof that in the Australian bush
it's often nature which has the better of man . Overgrown, deserted ruins of a shopping precinct; rust
eating into old jalopies, cans, oil-drums, girders. It's
all blackened and forlorn - the eject of mining:
crumbling man-made hills, like old scabs on the turquoise-green skin of the outback.
In the pub, they advise us against going down to Lake
Marmion in anything but a four-wheel drive. Even if
we reach this huge lake it will probably be full of
water, and therefore useless. So we head back up the
river of a road, having opted for Lake Goongarrie after
all. At sunset, we find outselves camped on top of an
outcrop overlooking one of the world's most beautiful performance spaces, and certainly one of its most
unfrequented. It's surrounded by crickets and gumtrees, several ks in from the road. We light a fire , as
the clouds pour out of the sky into the dying red glow
of the west. Allan builds a hole, fills it with embers and
covers it with an old iron mesh we picked up in
Kookynie. We bake potatoes and grill chops liberally
flavoured with eucalyptus leaf and port. Several of
the party, including myself, get very drunk on red
wine and port, then bourbon in our 'Milo' chocolate
night-cap. The evening erupts into opinions which
disintegrate into unconsciousness.

TUESDAY,MAY25DAY3

I wake up with a terrible hangover to the drumming of
rain on my tent. My headache is all the worse for my
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having slept without a pillow on the hard ground, and
my temper isn't improved by the rain. Luckily the
shower ceases after about twenty minutes , but the
lake , which was a bone-dry, reddish-grey sheet
yesterday, is now like a wet mirror. I manage to
stomach a cup of tea but feel too queasy for bacon
and eggs; so I wander off to inspect the surface of our
performance space.
We've pitched camp above a sort of inlet , a lagoon of
flat sand about the size of a cricket-pitch , which
proves hard enough to stand on; but beyond this
inlet, the lake proper is quaggy underfoot, and the
heels of my shoes give beneath me with every stepwhich makes very unpleasant walking. Still further
out , mud cakes the shoes, and walking becomes a
slog. This will never do - but it seems as if it hardly
matters, our site is so beautiful. To the left , some sort
of Australian wood pigeon croons a chord: its notes
are a harmonic- it gives throat to its tune on several
levels simultaneously . Then there's what I decide to
call a 'morse-b ird', because its call sounds like a
signal in code. Then the squabbling,
grating
screeches of the parrots - 'twenty-eights' mostly viridian flittings, tumbling out of the trees. The sky is
becoming blue. To the right, there's a high dune of
bright red sand on which the tussocks of scrub stand
out turquoise, grey and green after the rain.
Like everywhere else in Australia , the bush is permanently charred - the outback being a phoenix,
ever rejuvenated by the fire in which it perishes. It
sometimes feels silly to talk about 'seasons' here,
where so many of the trees lose bark all the time,
rather than leaves at a particular time; where there's
always something blossoming at any time, and
where everything looks half-dead, half-alive most of
the time, instead of either one or the other.
On the dune, red peelings, shards, husks of bark fall
from each gumtree onto its black circle of dead
leaves, and the burnt remnants of some former tree.
The sand vividly red, the dead embers black, the peel
grated on top of the embers vividly red again-while
the naked orange trunks of the trees reach up out of
the centres of these debris strewn circles, wrinkling
like human skin at all joints and junctions.
I return to camp, still feeling woozy, sleep for an hour,
then walk down with the others onto the sandy pitch
below. I suggest a few practice exercises - additive
spins, when one revolves for one turn in one direction, two in the other direction, three in the original
direction and so on - as a method of unwinding and
rewinding when spinning fast in the centre of a circle.
Then everybody in the group pairs off (except for
Martin, who is still slightly under the weather from
last night), and we try changing instigation of the
circles ; gyrating at speed, or slowly, in the centre-or
walking at speed, or slowly, around the circumference of a circle whose centre is your opposite number
- a slow centre causing a fast perimeter, and vice
versa. I then teach everybody the rules of Active
Circes, and by noon most of my performers have
more or less got the hang of it. We break for lunch and
a siesta, during which I write up the log.
After lunch, we venture out further onto the lake,
which has dried up considerably in the noonday sun.
We try a seven-person circle, talking Martin through
the piece, since he's now recovered . Certain rules are
changed, in particular the instructions for what happens after an audible line - denoting the moment
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when two radii are at 6 o'clock position - is called
during a circle walk anticlockwise by the longer
radius, with its velocity increasing towards the perimeter.
This particular moment used to lead to the formation
of a smaller circle than the one during which the
audible line was called - but the formation was
achieved in a very roundabout manner. After that
audible line in our revised version the performers on
the shorter radius arm walk towards and in between
those on the longer arm; then the performer at the
centre is found by the performer originally at the
perimeter of the longer radius singing out A, the
performer next to him singing out B and so on, until
the central performer is discovered-Din
a 7-person
circle, C in a 5-person circle. Instead of singing out,
those in the line beyond that central performer walk in
between those who have sung out, and thus the new
(smaller) circle is established - its longer arm
stretching between A and D, or A and C, depending on
the number circling.
Also , we noted some tentative ratios for the vortex
circling - when velocity increases towards the
centre:
Performer 1 (anti-clockwise):
Performer 2 (clockwise):

gyrating at the centre.

33 •

Working at night with lamps seems to me the best
way to perform Active Circles. Only the arcs are
visible; nothing distracts from the intention of the
work. As Lindsay remarks, the afterimages keep burning in the back of the head. We also try an extended
audible line, finishing up on the opposite headland to
the camera, where Martin sets a tree alight. This
'burning bush' flickers at the far end of our line of
lights which continues up into the stars. It keeps
flaring and flickering as we make our way back to the
tents. We sit chatting around our campfire, some of
us even braving the Jamaican Supreme or the rich
Muscat wine. There's still a little Invalid Port left guaranteed to put one straight into hospital!
Allan tells me that the wrecked, overturned hulks of
cars to be seen at intervals beside the roads and
tracks are actually repositories of parts - possessions which have become part of Aboriginal culture.
They're useful if something in your own battered
vehicle conks out miles from anywhere. A roadworthy assemblage can be built out of spares. These
skeletons of autos are often owned by someone in the
bush, whose permission must be sought before one
can raid the repository for a bolt or a rusted spring. Lyn on Lake
I've no wish to repeat my performance of the night Goongarrie
before, so I turn in, soberly, at about midnight. •
(To be continued next issue).

1 full revolution to performer 5's ¼ circle ,
Perfo rmer 3 (anti-clock- 1½ circles to performer 4's
full revolution .
wise) :
Performer 4 (clockwise): ½ a circle to performer 5's
¼ circle.
Performer 5 (anti-clock- moving slowly as the periwise):
meter of that circle.
Soto get an audible line from a vortex-always
more
difficult than a 'clock-hands' type of circling-5
walks
½ a circle; 4 walks a full circle- moving twice as fast
as 5; 3 walks 1½ cirlces - moving two thirds faster
than 4; 2 walks 2 circles - moving ¾ faster than 3; 1
spins.
Poorly expressed, and not particularly mathematical,
considering each circle is larger than the next anyhow
- but these rules of thumb work well in practice,
given a 5 person circle - clockwise and anti-clockwise, as suggested above, can of course always be
reversed.
As the sun goes down we break for 'tea', as the
Australians call supper, and prepare for our night
project . Allan takes a large gas-lamp, a trypod and a
camera, and sets up on the highest piece of land
overlooking the performance space. Five performers,
each equipped with one of the five smaller gas-lamps,
perform circling exercises and then specific moves
from Active Circles on the flat sands below. Since
there are seven of us, we still have one reserve performer, so everyone gets a chance to watch the elipses
of our performance from the higher ground.
I have the sensation that in a small way we are
contributing to the universe, as our wheeling lights
twinkle below the larger wheel of the milky way; our
lamps adding to the general nebulosity.
Inside the performance, during a vortex circling, one
gets the impression that this lagoon of sand is a wide
shadowy circus ring - all one can see are feet, lamps
and the looming and veering shadows.
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Withthe AmericanFestivalalmost upon us, we are sent three reports fromthe contemporaryart
· arena overthere. STEVE
ROGERS
at swishrevivalof Wilson'sEinsteinon the Beach,CINDY
OSWIN
at the Santa Cmz Festivalof WomensTheatre, and our NYco1TCspondent
BARBARA
LEHMANN
gives us the cu1TCntview from the FashionableEast Village.

1

De111igod
or: the
De1ni1nonde
One of the key moments in the development of
my interest in 'performance' came in 1978 when
I listened to a friend giving a detailed and rapturous description of this thing called Einstein on
the Beach. At that time the names of Robert
Wilson, Philip Glass, & Lucinda Childs were
barely known to me. Since then of course Philip
Glass has become unavoidable. Everywhere
you turn, especially in New York, there is a score
by Philip Glass. The work varies of course but
Glass has definitely figured as an important
voice and influence over the past six years.
Lucinda Childs' reputation has also developed
much since Einstein. And the myth of Robert
Wilson just goes on getting bigger. At least in
New York and London it does. He has become,
deliberately or not, a demi-god of the demimonde of the avant garde. Everybody has an
opinion about Robert Wilson despite the fact
that few have seen his work. The hype surrounding the commissioning of CIVIL wars for the LA
Olympics arts festival and the subsequent scandal surrounding its cancellation have served to
heighten the myth. It must also have been seen
as perfect timing by the Brooklyn Academy of
Music who had announced that the jewel of
their 1984 Next Wave season was to be the first
ever remounting of the fabled Einstein on the
Beach.
I left home at 9 am, arrived at JFK at 3.00 pm,
local time, arrived in Manhattan at 6.00 pm and
into my seat at the Brooklyn Academy opera
house at exactly 7.00 pm curtain up. I had been
travelling non-stop for 15 hours. I was suffering
from the peculiar mixture of tiredness and disorientation that comes with jet-lag and culture
shock. This was the perfect way to see Einstein.
It is 4½ hours long, with no interval. It is a
demonstration in real time of Einstein's theories
of relative time and contiguous space . It is also a
kind of biography of the great man, as well as a
dissertation on his deistic theology. In my exhausted state I found it easy to enter into this
world where light bends, where time folds,
where space and distances depend upon the
actions of the observer and where God is a force
which binds it all together with an unswerving
logic. It was as truely mesmerising and powerful
as I had always prayed it would be.
What however was a little harder to enter into
was the audience. The Brooklyn Academy was

full, 3500 seats. Ticket prices $45, that about £40
to us. The average age of the audience was no
different from the average age of the audience
at Covent Garden. Most of them stayed to the
end and most of them loved it. What was going
on here? Einstein is not an easy work , even for
those who have become familiar with the music
of Philip Glass. It requires of the audience that it
leave aside its usual awareness of narrative,
classical structure, emotional rhythms, and
appreciation of the skills of the singers and
dancers. There is almost no narrative, the structure is 'Einsteinian', there are few emotions anywhere and there is no singing. I cannot believe,
however i'ashionable the work is, that this audience only appreciated it for appearances sake.
The Sunday New York Times headlined its feature on the Next Wave season 'The avant garde
is Big Box Office'. It too found the success of the
work surprising. Nothing to do with the quality
of the work but what this particular audience
should have appreciated it so much. The article
quoted wunderkind of the American theatre,
Peter Sellers, as saying that this kind of Gesamtkunstwerk was natural to the pluralistic all
embracing nature of American life and culture.
Nice try Peter but I'm not convinced. I just think
that in America people want to see you succeed.
The more daring and outrageous or courageous
the attempt the more America will support you.
If Einstein had been half the length, half the
scale and half the price it would not have been
as great a success. In Britain of course people
want to see you fa il, they will try to trip you up at
every stage. If Einstein were ever to be produced
in London, unlikely as that is, the cynics and the
doubters and the 'waste of public money ' merchants would have a field day. I am glad I saw
Einstein on the Beach. It truely deserves its
reputation as a great watershed of the recent
avant garde. It is a consummate realisation of
the potential of marrying together, as equals,
music, text, design, dance and performance and
it is testament to the insights and the joy it can
bring to large numbers of people. It also means I
can now justify the opinions I have of Robert
Wilson, at least in part.
(Rumour has it that we may soon be able to see
the segment of CIVIL wars made in collaboration with David Byrne of Talking Heads. Don't
miss it.)
STEVE ROGERS
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Fat Lip flaunting it
against society's
prejudice

NetwlrolPldng

Out

Reagan may be back in the White House but the quality of
dissent in his native Californ ia is rich and flamboyant.
Santa Cruz County, known as 'The Brussel Sprouts Centre of
the World' as well as 'The Lettuce Growing Capital ' does
produce more than mere veg . One of the last outposts of
hippydom - 'Spare a dollar for your friendly street-freak'
the town of Santa Cruz also boasts :- a boardwalk with
bikers and their Harleys- ubiquitous surfers threatened by
premature deafness - a large number of beautiful seals
who sleep every evening under the pier and a great love of
celebration.
On my first Saturday there was a marvellous street parade .
The Gay band was undoubtably the best. Their 'twirler' (is
that what you call them?) wore sequ inned shorts and
danced, while the band-behind him swung their hips slightly
as they marched . After the parade there followed a topless
demonstration with both sexes protesting at the law that
forces women to cover their breasts in public .
It is this atmosphere that has encouraged youngish radical
Americans from other States to move here . Three years ago
a group of women decided to organise a women's theatre
festival and make it national. A brave decision - the sheer
size of the US made the task of contacting performers
nationwide on a small budget, a formidable one. It worked
however , and this year saw the second occasion of the
event.
I was invited, nay hustled, to the festival as unofficial UK
representative by Judy Slattum, one of the original founders, noted for her keen energy. Armed with my movement
shorts , I prepared myself for 8.0 am warm-ups, followed by
dai ly play-readings and workshops, thirty-five performances plus some heavy 'socializing', as they say Stateside.
The 'socializing ' proved somewhat difficult in the early part
of the festival , since no meeting place or club had been
provided for the duration, other than the three venues. One
had to grab performers and directors in the intervals between shows, or accost them on the street. The Cafe Pacifica, scene of the opening night (Californian) champagne
party, would have made an excellent meeting place, but it
was closed down the day after the party, because of industrial action by the waiters. However, I did meet people,
'Networking ' the Yanks call it, and that is probably the most
satisfying part of any festival for a theatre practitioner-the
exchange of ideas, the new faces and the jokes.
There was a great deal of comedy on offer in the performances. Split Britches from New York presented their
epoymous show about three women living in one room of a
West Virginia farmhouse. This show was hottest for presentation and content among the groups appearing, and I
got the feeling that their brand of performance based work
surprised an audience perhaps more familiar with traditional forms of feminist theatre. I found the lack of didacticism
refreshing .
On a large scale, Fat Lip celebrated their size and personal
struggles against society's prejudice to a tense audience
coping with it's own fat ness fears.

Some of the best work came from solo performers. Maybe it
is the long and fine tradition of female stand-up comics going back to Sophie Tucker and Mae West , that inspires
American funny women . Notable moments came from Kate
Kasten who held a large audience in her hand w ith an oven
glove routine. And Ruth Zaporah who demonstrated ways
of crossing arms and legs, that have changed my whole
outlook on body language.
Way down at the other end of the scale was Voices From the
Well which I can't tell you much about because it was
inaudible. All I know is that it involved people performing
vague eurythmics in quasi-classical costume . And does the
theatre really need a modern 'Everywoman' complaining
about her lot while Antigone bursts in upon her clad in net
curtains? This happened in something called Pride of
Heroes from which I could not escape having seated myself
on the front row in order to at least hear the performance .
I know that the chronic lack of fund ing in the States (even
worse than the UK) makes it almost impossible for practitioners to work full-time at theatre, and thereby prevents
standards from improving, but a festival can at least provide
a forum for artists to give and receive feedback . There was
no such forum at this festival and many performers may
have gone away without knowing what people thought of
their work and consequently not having a chance to develop. It is probably considered unsupportive to express
negative thoughts about another's work, but standards are
only going to improve in Women's Theatre if a more rigorous approach is taken to matters of content and presentation.
In the area where things worked, 'Women Warr iors' succeeded brilliantly. Forty martial art exponents demonstrated
their individual disciplines to a percussion accompaniment.
This obviously touched a nerve with the audience - the
presence of all that physical female power on stage was
moving and exhilarating.
Kaleghl Quinn, well known for her self-defence programme
on Channel 4 'Stand Your Ground' lives in Santa Cruz. After
her early morning warm-up we had breakfast on the veranda of the now re-opened Cafe Pacifica. We talked of life and
martial-art; how stie is develop ing her own form of selfdefence called 'Erogenics' based on generating feelings of
acceptance towards oneself and building up courage,
together with many different creative skills. Also sounds like
a good formula for theatre. We both agreed that the voice is
probably the next thing to be liberated, and I demonstrated
for her a vocartechnique that caused a workman on a ladder
opposite to wobble.
On the final evening there was a dance in the Vet's Hall good disco , gloomy lighting . I soon found that people were
meeting in the better lit toilet for a chat and a look at the
festival photographs. I was chatting to a photographer - it
was getting quite crowded in there, when one ofthe organisers stuck her head round the door . 'Are you guys networkin g?' she asked.
CINDYOSWIN
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Dear English,
It's such a DRAG without you . You leave me cryptic messages on my phone machine, pass me strange notes full of
plans to visit Australia, and you send instead of yourself,
your best friends' friends to meet me at my doorstep, at the
local Vazac's or at Blanche 's Ukrainian Pub. Though for the
latter at least, a solo girl so cool in a relatively hotneck of the
woods doesn't complain. (I like them best tall , dark and
accented.) I have such a weakness for good conversation.
My friend MARIANA TRENCH, rocker, says , if you're shy
(and I am) and you want people to find you interesting, wear
something they can talk about. Give them something interesting to say about your clothes. But then, I often feel that
I live in my body the way other people live in their buildings.
'Softly your skin / pressed up against the w indow / do they
see you / with your face/ w ith your face pressed up against
the window?' sings performance artist, ANN PALEVSKY, to
IAN DE GRUCHY's slide images of the bombed-out buildings of the Lower East Side in a piece called POLITEXTS
which showed over in Soho at the KITCHEN. As the face of
the city changes and it begins more and more to resemble a
shopping mall (or 'Galleria ' as we say in California), life as
you know it in a little enclave known as The Fashionable East
Village is being threatened by yet mote gentrificat ion. When
places like the PYRAMID become jam packed with New
Jerseyites, or worse , Upper East Siders, a Single-Girl-Ab out-Town looks for alternat ives. Like the LIMBO LOUNGE,
BBC, DARINKA'S, CHANDELIER, or the SHUTILE .
Over at P.S.122, for instance, the crowd is so local, it's hard
to stay away. A converted school, P.S.122 is the largest
serious performance space in the neighbourhood, rapidly
expanding their programs and facilities. Myfavorite offering
is still their every-other-month-or-so
AVANT-GARD-ARAMA, featuring a dozen performances in two nights . Travelling performance artists should send proposals pronto (hey,
YOU!) for a ten minute spot of attentive exposure . Pieces
range from monologues, poetry readings, audio tapeworks
and slide shows to films , new operas, and puppet shows.
EVERYBODY performs at AVANT-GARD-ARAMA (MYSELF
included) , either initially or eventually.
Other ex-aramas include KARAN FINLEY whose piece ,
TOUCHING THE UGLY, was recently shown at BBC, a happening club on 8th Street between Avenue B&C as the name
might imply . Hosted by the charming CORNELIUS and DENNIS, SBC picks up where the PYRAMID left off. The few
Yuppies visible in the audience (suits, ties, sweaters and
loafers) were obviously disgruntled by FINLEY'S monologue . With language running faster than your wildest nikes
or addidas, FINLEY uses handy visual aides, such as Chef
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Boyardee canned spagetti, to simulate what it must feel like
for Bruiser to shove his hand up (censored . Ed), passes on
invaluable information, such as the fact that Christopher
Reeve is a lousy lay (sorry Supergirl) , and moves from
character to philosophy only pausing to spit a wad onto the
stage floor. The audience was transfixed, not knowing how
to laugh or where to turn away at the indelicacies . I asked
one blonde in a trenchcoat, tie and tennis shoes if he enjoyed her performance and he said, 'Yeah! But I wanted it to
end with a bang ' . (I' m game, shoot me.)
At the SHUTILE, on East 6th Street, ex-PLEXUS , GUISEPPE
SACCHI and SANDRO DERNINI have provided another club
for local talents to converge . There is a feeling of community
in the basement space which has a diverse program of
entertainments such as film , performances and live jazz. I
was there last week to catch the ALIEN COMIC, TOM MURRIN (and what a cute catch he would be!), who performs
down town at least once a week. Accompanied by a multitude of costumes and accessories, this evening the ALIEN
COMIC addressed the change of season with the decision to
go through an annual sex change, since the magaz ines are
saying that Women are Warmer. Why not go for a temporary
operation that would let him be a man when he wants to be a
man and a woman when he wants to be a woman. His
expression of the ambivalence we all feel in the limitations
of each sex role were quite hilarious. I particularly enjoyed
his nipple mask .
It's hard to talk about Performance in America without
mention ing the horr ific televised Presidentia l Debates.
Three weeks after the election , MONDALE 's name has been
all but forgotten while RONNIE continues his career as
America 's most powerful performance artist. When the
med ia take control ofthe polit ical climate with such force, all
of a sudden to be a democrat becomes subversive, as if one
is tak ing an aggressive stance far to the left. Then , along
comes TIM MILLER's piece called DEMOCRACY IN AMER ICA in the Next Wave Festival at the BROOKLYN ACADEMY
OF MUSIC. MILLER's promo explains that his is the voice of
the 25-year -old , white , educated, middle class TV genera tion . He gathered the material for this work by travelling
across the country with a video camera asking the general
populace, What does Democracy mean to You? (At least
LAURIE ANDERSON has been kicking it around in her own
mind for some time.) With a cast of close to thirty and
immense slide and video images to boot, MILLER's piece
made less sense than REAGAN's concluding statements. To
surface from the East Village performance scene (TIM is one
of the directors at P.S.122) to such high visibility as afforded
by BAM is in itself MILLER's greatest performance so far.
One hopes that his vision will find shape before too much
public exposure imposes its own limitations.
Let me just add here a fast footnote to the detachment of
LINDA MONTANO and TEHCHING HSIEH. Disbound , they
are the greatest of 'soulmates' confessing that they do miss
each other. Ah, the dilemma of Art and Life. While TEHCHING structures his next year, LINDA embarks on a 7 Year
solo piece for the NEW MUSEUM on December 8th. More
information as it progresses .
And so I close, dear English , with a message of love for you
and my favourite SILVIA C. ZIRANEK.
Keep those cards, letters and friends' friends coming! love,
BARBARA LEHMANN
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WHATWOULD
BLAKE
HAVE
e
THOUGHT?
Dear Performance Magazine,
I am very saddened by the
article by Gray Watson on the
Bataille event at the Bloomsbury
Theatre (Performance 32). It
would appear that a genuine,
honest, and for me, very exciting
event has been changed into an
arena for personal acrimony. No
wonder the general public has
little time for contemporary art
and sees artists themselves as
ridiculous individuals with an
enormous sense of their own
importance, who spend most of
their time squabbling among
themselves for attention and
recognition. I am surprised that
Gray Watson takes his
responsibilities as a critic so
lightly. Surely a critic should at
least attempt to interpret and
explain the work under review,
and act as a kind of intermediary
between the artist and the
public who wish to understand
more fully. And surely words like
'debacle' and 'fiasco' both used
by Gray Watson are for the
ignorant and prejudiced who see
the arts as a waste of time and
would rather they didn't exist at
all.
Why, Mr Watson? Why the
attack? You must realise that
other people, with perhaps more
open and searching minds than
yourself, witnessed the
performances at the Bloomsbury
Theatre and came to different
conclusions.
In what way did the
performance of My Mother, the
play adapted from Bataille's
novel, fall short in your opinion?
You say 'it was a shoddily
amateur production'. What
perceptiveness! What insights
into these writings which (you
have also said} 'are crucial for an
understanding of a major stream
in contemporary art'. In any
case, I disagree entirely. The two
performances I saw were very
different and very convincing.
But notice here the key word
'amateur'. What ever are we
talking about, Mr Watson. Lawn
tennis? I wonder what those
'amateur' artists, Gaugin and
Rousseau would have thought
about your use of the word. And
that poor professional engraver
but 'amateur' painter, poet and

publisher William Blake. What
would he think? I wonder if you
have actually bothered to find
out whether Bataille himself was
an 'amateur' or 'professional'
writer and philosopher. I could
make all the difference!
Enter Bernard Noel, poet and
writer on the arts, perhaps the
most important participant in
the whole event, who needs no
praise from me to enhance his
reputation. And Mr Watson's
comment? 'Fair boredom'. I
assure you that I and many
other people were wholly
absorbed in listening to Mr Noel
and the translations by Glenda
Geprge, and that for us, his
reading was one of the most
exciting of the evening's events.
Perhaps, in this world of obvious
images and instant gratification
at the push of a switch you need
to be reminded that there are
serious and subtle aspects of
human experience which must
be searched for by artist and
spectator. Sohly spoken words
can contain and release a
violence, can provoke
transgression, can create a
revelation and revolution within
the recipient which is just as
potent and moving as that
prompted by the sight of
physical violence.
As regards Paul Buck's readings,
is it possible that Mr Watson's
condemnation of 'sniggeringly
adolescent cheapness' is his first
perceptive comment so far? Is
he, in his effort to ridicule the
festival and its organisers
actually pointing out a genuine
strand in the highly complex,
many-layered poetry of Paul

Buck? Think, is it not possible
that this aspect of adolescent
misunderstanding and
consequent sniggering, (I have
never found adolescents 'cheap'
in their attitude to anything} and
which has caused so much
tragedy in young people's lives,
because adult society conspires
to keep them ignorant, is it not
possible that this was an
intentional and important part of
Buck's reading? ls it not possible
that this sniggering behaviour is
evidence of the most potent act
of transgression many
adolescents can commit in the
face of enforced ignorance and
repression, and Buck simply
integrated this, with much else,
into his reading 7 If you were to
get to know more of Buck's
work, you would realise that this
has been one of his
preoccupations for some time.
I do not intend to take any
notice of the allegations about
the controversy about Roberta
Graham and Ken Hollings' Of
Them That Slept which seems to
have been created primarily to
advertise it. I must say that I
admire their work and am only
sorry that what you have
written is so obvious and banal
that it will probably dissuade
many people from making the
effort to show it.
I apologise for any anger which
may have crept into this letter,
but I am fundamentally
disturbed that an event of such
importance should be treated
with such disrespect, and for the
sake of plugging one item, the
organisers and many other
contributors have been sacrificed.,.
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out of hand. Paul Buck and
Roger Ely spent an enormous
amount of time, effort and hardearned money in order to allow
many people the opportunity to
participate. They contributed
less of their own work than
many other artists, and in no
way can be accused of pushing
their own work at the expense
of the whole.
I do not believe you will publish
this. I did not enjoy writing it,
but in the face of such
destructive ignorance inflicted
on these who are deeply and
seriously involved, I felt that I
had to at least attempt to repair
a little of the wanton damage.
Yours faithfully,
David Barton
45 Wellmeadow Rd.
Hither Green
London SE13 6SY
(Ed. note. David Barton was half
right in his last paragraph - we
have had to cut this letter by
about half for reasons of space,
but we hope it conveys the
general tone of it. We of course
welcome correspondence on any
subject, but please keep it
reasonably concise}.

ARTISTS
DUPED?
e
Dear Performance Magazine,
Acts of Transgression, A
Celebration of George Bataille,
was grandiose and pretentious
publicity for a very expensive
disappointment. Having read a
half-page spread in the Dutch
national newspaper (my place of
residence} about a Bataille
festival at the Bloomsbury
Theatre, London, and being
inspired for years by his writing,
I decided to go and see what
promised to be an interesting
celebration of his work.
I was shocked by the low
standard of work (the play My
Mother in particular} and also by
the fact that a lot of the
performances had as much
relevance to Bataille as a camera
does to a blind man. Wf,at, I ask,
has Marc Almond and his
sugary-posed songs to do with
interpreting Bataille7
The only work I saw which
saved the festival for me was a
slide/tape piece by Roberta
Graham. For some unknown
reason I was deprived of seeing
it again, as it was withdrawn
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from the programme. I found it
deeply moving and central to
the relationship of death in the
erotic; a sublime yet painful
willingness to experience the
excess of total love.
Transgression of limits. It was
the only work I saw with
integrity, insight and sensitivity .
I felt quite outraged that Buck
and Ely (the organisers of the
festival} appeared to justify their
self-promotion of their work,
mostly parodies of Bataille who
was probably reeling in his
grave, they were so second-rate.
I was also incensed that the
handful of participating artists
whose work in other contexts is
worthy of attention, became
dupes in the midst of crass
intermediary slots in the
programme.
I was left questioning the
motivation of the organizers
behind the festival. One line out
of a poem dedicated to Paul
Buck rather sums it up. 'Empty
Intellect'.
Yours sincerely,
Vivien Cook
Anjeliersstraat 150
Amsterdam 1015 NJ
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